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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

There is no doubt that each of the defendants was part of a pervasive fraud committed at

DVI, Inc. and its operating subsidiaries ("DVI" or the "Company"), As a result of this fraud,

DVI, a healthcare finance company that at one time controlled over $23billion in assets, has

been forced to file for bankruptcy protection, has fired its senior management, and has

acknowledged that its assets, shareholders' equity, and net income were each overstated by

millions of dollars. The defendants' fraud has wiped out the value of the bonds purchased by

Plaintiffs in this action.

Each of the defendants in this action is responsible for the millions of dollars lost by

Plaintiffs on their investments in bonds issued by DVI. The Individual Defendants' at all

relevant times were each directors andlor officers of DVI who signed the Company's materially

false SEC filings and other false statements, or otherwise were directly and personally involved

in the improper and deceptive practices that artificially inflated DVI's reported financial results.

Some of the directors also were members of the Company's audit and credit committees and

were expressly responsible for ensuring the accuracy of DVI's reported financial condition.

These directors turned a blind eye to the massive fraud being perpetrated on investors, Likewise,

DVI's former outside auditor, Deloitte & Touche LLP ("Deloitte") and its audit partner, Harold

Neas, ignored obvious signs of the ongoing fraud at DVI and manipulation of the Company's

accounting practices. Year after year, Deloitte issued unqualified audit opinions on the

Company's financial statements, which falsely reassured investors as to their! accuracy.

As set forth in the Complaint, Defendants O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Miller, Turek, Boyle, Cady,
Colasanti, Fear, Cohn, Roberts, Goldberg, McHugh and Shapiro are referred to herein as the "Individual
Defendants,"

I
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The special-relationship company defendants, OnCure Technologies CorporationfUSCC,

Jeffrey Goffinan, PresGar Imaging, LLC and Dolphin Medical Inc. each participated in the

scheme to conceal the Company's unrecoverable losses and artificially inflate DVI's reported

financial performance and condition. By purchasing non-performing loans from DVI and

acquiring struggling DVI lessees — with funds supplied by DVI — the special-relationship

company defendants knowingly participated in a course of business that operated as a fraud and

deceit on DVI's investors.

Despite the overwhelming evidence of wrongdoing, the detailed allegations of the

Complaint, the Examiner's findings and a majority of the defendants' admissions that a massive

fraud was perpetrated at DVI, defendants have responded to the Complaint by filing motions to

dismiss pursuant to Rule 1 2(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. These motions are as

bogus as the financial statements the defendants put out, and must be rejected. Plaintiffs'

arguments in response to those motions are set forth in detail in the latter portion of this brief, but

are summarized below for the Court's reference.

First, Plaintiffs have adequately pleaded claims pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), by alleging that all of the Defendants engaged in

manipulative or deceptive conduct in connection with the purchase or sale of securities, in

violation of subsections (a) and (c) of Rule 1 Ob-5. Each of the Defendants engaged in acts andlor

courses of conduct, including direct and substantial involvement in a variety of sham

transactions, which were designed to artificially inflate DVI's reported financial condition, and

therefore its securities prices. Moreover, Plaintiffs have alleged that all Defendants acted with

2
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scienter, either because they had actual knowledge of the fraud they were perpetrating, or because

they recklessly closed their eyes to the truth.

In addition, Plaintiffs have alleged that Deloitte and all of the Individual Defendants

made, or can be presumed to have made, false or misleading statements in connection with the

purchase or sale of securities, in violation of Rule lOb-5(b) and common law fraud principles.

Defendants' efforts to distance themselves from the indisputably false statements in Dvi's

financial statements and SEC filings are to no avail. Deloitte not only audited the annual

financial statements and reviewed the quarterly financial statements (all of which were false), but

it also issued materially false audit reports on those financial statements, which were included

(with its consent) in DVI's Form 10-K. filings. The Individual Defendants either signed the SEC

filings or influenced and controlled their content, Moreover, each of the Individual Defendants

falls within the category of persons who maybe presumed to have been responsible for the

Company's financial statements and SEC filings under the group pleading doctrine.

Plaintiffs' allegations of Section 10(b) violations by the Defendants also are sufficient to

allege such a violation by DVI itself Although DVI is not a defendant in this action due to its

bankruptcy, the Individual Defendants may be held jointly and severally liable for DVI's

violations of Section 10(b), pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act. Plaintiffs have

adequately pleaded the basis for Section 20(a) liability for each of the Individual Defendants,

since each of them — as directors andlor high-ranking officers of DVI — was in a position to exert

influence and control over DVI's conduct. Contrary to Defendants' assertions, there is no

requirement that Plaintiffs plead the Individual Defendants' "culpable participation" in the fraud

3
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in order to state a claim under Section 20(a), although Plaintiffs' allegations of those Defendants'

scienter would certainly suffice to satisfy that standard even if it were applicable.

Defendants' motion to dismiss Plaintiffs' claim under Section 18 of the Exchange Act

should also be rejected. Defendants' only challenge to Plaintiffs' pleading of the elements of that

claim is their contention that Plaintiffs have failed to allege that spec jf Ic purchases of securities

were made in reliance on specific false information in an SEC filing. However, there is no such

requirement under the law. Plaintiffs have alleged that, in connection with their purchases of the

Senior Notes, they specifically read and relied on the financial information in DVI's Form 10-K

and Form 8-K filings, including statements regarding specific line items in the financial

statements. No more is required in order to allege reliance for! purposes of a Section 18 claim.

Turning to Plaintiffs' state law claims, Defendants claim that Plaintiffs' civil conspiracy

claim is not pleaded with adequate particularity. Notably, such claims are not required to be

pleaded with particularity, but need only satisfy the notice pleading standards of Rule 8.

Nonetheless, Plaintiffs have alleged with specificity the Defendants' knowing participation in a

scheme to make (or cover up) materially false and misleading representations in furtherance of a

conspiracy to artificially inflate DVI's securities prices and induce investors to purchase those

securities. Although the law does not require Plaintiffs to plead that the sole purpose of the

conspiracy was to harm Plaintiffs and other investors, that is a reasonable inference to be drawn

from the allegations in the Complaint.

Plaintiffs' claim for negligent misrepresentation is also adequately alleged. Plaintiffs

have pleaded that the Defendants made false statements with a level of culpability exceeding

negligence, upon which Plaintiffs relied when purchasing DVI securities, It is not necessary that

4
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a defendant be in the "business" of supplying information in order to be held liable for negligent

misrepresentation, and indeed this Court has upheld such claims against corporate officers on

numerous occasions,. Nor is it necessary for! there to be strict privity between Plaintiffs and

Defendants under Pennsylvania law, as long as Plaintiffs' reliance was foreseeable, In cases

involving false financial statements, like this one, it is entirely foreseeable that the holders of the

issuer's securities, and prospective purchasers of those securities, will rely on those financial

statements. Thus, Plaintiffs — as holders and purchasers of the Senior Notes — have standing to

sue Deloitte and the Individual Defendants under a negligent misrepresentation theory. The

economic loss doctrine does not bar that claim, since that doctrine only applies where the parties

are in privily.

Defendants' arguments against the existence of a common law cause of action for aiding

and abetting fraud should be rejected. In Pennsylvania, as elsewhere, courts have recognized

claims for aiding and abetting the tortious conduct of another.

Similarly, Defendants err in arguing that Plaintiffs cannot assert common law fraud

claims based on their having held (11 e., refrained from selling) Senior Notes in reliance on

Defendants' misrepresentations. Pennsylvania state courts have recognized that a claim for fraud

and/or negligent misrepresentation can arise out of conduct designed to induce a plaintiff to

refrain flom acting. Thus, Plaintiffs have properly asserted common law fraud and

misrepresentation claims based not only on their decisions to purchase Senior Notes, but also on

their! decisions to continue holding those securities after they were purchased.

Plaintiffs' claims under the Securities Act of the State of Washington are appropriately

pleaded as well., The Act is applicable because Plaintiffs' investment advisor, which managed

5
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Plaintiffs' portfolios and was instrumental in their investment decisions, is a resident of

Washington. The Act provides an express right of action against those who serve as control

persons, directors, or officers of a seller of securities, or to employees who materially aid in a

transaction — categones into which all of the Defendants fall. Contrary to Defendants'

arguments, there is no requirement that such persons "substantially contribute" to the sale of

secuiities in order to be held liable. Nor is there any requirement that Plaintiffs tender their

remaining securities in the Complaint as a prerequisite to bringing a claim.

Finally, the Defendants' efforts to dismiss various counts of the Complaint based on their

statutes of limitations arguments should be rejected. The expanded 2-year/5-year statutes of

limitations and repose under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act should be applied to Plaintiffs' Section

10(b) and Section 18 claim, and Plaintiffs' claims were brought within those periods. Even if the

pnor 1-year/3-year periods were applicable, however, Plaintiffs' claims are not time-barred

because Plaintiffs cannot be fbund to have been on inquiry notice of their claims more than one

year before this action was filed, Defendants' arguments to the contrary are based on evidence

beyond the four corners of the Complaint, which does nothing more than create a factual issue as

to when inquiry notice arose; it is not a proper basis upon which to dismiss Plaintiffs' claims.

Likewise, Plaintiffs' claims under Pennsylvania common law and the Securities Act of

Washington were timely filed, since the statutes of limitations on those claims (two years and

three years, respectively) were tolled until the time Plaintiffs discovered or reasonably could have

discovered their claims. Plaintiffs could not have discovered the existence of their claims until

2003, and this suit was filed less than two years thereafter.

6
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In sum, Plaintiffs have pleaded sufficient facts to justify allowing this case to proceed to

discovery, where Plaintiffs can obtain additional facts to support their claims against Defendants

— facts which are, for the most part, within the exclusive control of Defendants (and in light of

his extensive investigation, the Examiner).

STATEMENT OF FACTS

This is an individual action on behalf of Plaintiffs WM High Yield Fund, V/M Income

Fund, AT High Yield Fund, WM VT Income Fund, AT Income Fund, Evergreen Funding

LtdiEvergreen Funding Corp. and Stellar Funding, Ltd. (collectively, "Plaintiffs"). From August

1999 through August 2003, Plaintiffs purchased and held certain bonds issued by DVI and traded

in the secondary market in reliance upon the Company's materially false and misleading financial

statements. I 1)2 The bonds at issue are 9-7/8% Senior Notes due February 2004, which DVI

originally issued in 1997; and 9-7/8% Senior Notes due February 2004, which DVI originally

issued in 1998 (collectively, the "Senior Notes"). Id.

During the relevant four-year period from August 10, 1999 through August 13, 2003, the

Senior Notes actively traded on the New York Stock Exchange (the "NYSE"). (J285) No

market for the bonds would have existed absent the materially false and misleading statements

and omissions resulting from defendants' massive fraudulent scheme at DVI. (fi 285-286)

Defendants' scheme to falsify DVI's reported financial results caused the Company to overstate

its earnings by at least $120 million during the relevant period. ( 1) The Individual Defendants

contrived numerous deceptive loan transactions that spanned many years in an effort to present

DVI as a finance company that defied the industry patt em of modest profits and limited growth.

2 All citations to " "are references to Plaintiffs' Complaint dated July 19, 2004.

7
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I 216) After the true dire financial condition of DVI was exposed in August 2003, the NYSE

de-listed the Senior Notes and Plaintiffs suffered losses in excess of $25 million. (iN1, 191, 199,

285-86)

Plaintiffs allege with particularity that the defendants —which include certain of Dvi's

current and former officers and directors, DVI's former auditors, and third party special-

relationship companies violated the federal securities laws and state common and statutory

laws in connection with Plaintiffs' purchases and retention of the Senior Notes,3 Specifically,

Plaintiffs' Complaint sets forth causes of action under Sections 10(b), 18 and 20(a) of the

Exchange Act (Counts I, III, and II, respectively); Common Law Fraud, Civil Conspiracy to

Commit Common Law Fraud, and Aiding and Abetting Common Law Fraud (Counts IV, V, VI

and VII, respectively); Negligent Misrepresentation (Counts VIII and DC); and the Securities Act

of Washington (Count X)

A. The Parties

DVI, a non-party to this action,4 is a Delaware corporation and a holding company for! two

operating subsidiaries, DVI Financial Services, Inc., ("DVI FS") and DVI Business Credit

Corporation ("DVI BC"). fl 2) Through its operating subsidiaries, DVI operated as a global

independent specialty finance company for healthcare providers. ( 54) DVI extended loans and

entered into leases with healthcare providers to ftind the providers' operations and finance their

In their motions to dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint, certain defendants purport to incorporate by
reference arguments from their own or co-defendants' briefs on their motions to dismiss the class
complaint in hire D VI Securities Litigation, 03-05336, also pending in this court. However, Plaintiffs'
Complaint in this action is pled with greater specificity than the class complaint!! Thus, arguments made
in the class action are not applicable here,

DVI and its two operating subsidiaries filed for bankruptcy protection under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Code in August 2003 and consequently are not named as defendants in this action. ( 45)

8
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purchase of high-ticket diagnostic medical equipment such as MRI units and CT scanners. Id.

DVI FS served as the financing arm of the Company and provided lease and loan financing for

the purchase or lease of diagnostic medical equipment. DVI BC provided operating capital

through lines of credit to healthcare providers, which were secured by the providers' accounts

receivable. Id To secure its loans and leases, DVI FS and DVI BC held liens on substantially all

of the healthcare providers' assets, which consisted of medical facilities and highly-specialized

equipment with a limited market. (fi 54-55)

Because of the lack of a market for repossessed equipment and the specialized nature of

the healthcare operations, the credit-worthiness of prospective borrowers from DVI FS and DVI

BC was a key factor that was supposed to have been investigated prior to approval of any

financing extended to a provider. (1J55) The credit-worthiness of the healthcare providers

purportedly was based in large part on analyses of the providers' collectible accounts receivable

and ability to generate cash flow. (1J 64) Instead, approval processes and credit criteria

investigations were lax and often intentionally deviated from the Company's reported

requirements, resulting in the extension of credit to financially unqualified and under-

collateralized borrowers, (j 60)

A number of senior Company executives were personally involved in the deception and

fraudulent scheme perpetrated at DVI. Defendant Michael A. O'I-Ianlon ("O'Hanlon") was

President and Chief Executive Officer and a director of DVI until he was abruptly forced to

resign in August 2003. (1J 27) Defendant Steven R. Garfinkel ("Garfinkel") was DVI's

Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, and defendant Richard E. Miller

("Miller") also was an Executive Vice President of DVI, as well as the President of DVI FS.

9
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After being placed on administrative leave in August 2003 when the fraudulent scheme at DVI

began to unravel, Garfinkel was terminated from employment. ( 27-28) Defendant Anthony J.

Turek ("Turek") was an Executive Vice President and the Chief Credit Officer at DVI, and he

was a member of the Company's Executive Committee. flJ 30) Defendant John P. Boyle

("Boyle"), served as DVI's Chief Accounting Officer, managing DVI's accounting and fmancial

reporting. (J 30) Defendant Teny W. Cady ("Cady") was a Senior Vice President for DVI and

DVI FS and also was a director of DVI BC. Cady oversaw the operations of DVI BC. (1J32)

Each of these six senior executives furthered the scheme that operated as a fraud and deceit on

Plaintiffs. (fi 238-41)

Two additional employees in senior positions at DVI, Matthew Colasanti ("Colasanti"),

the head of DVI's loan workout group, and Raymond Fear ("Fear"), a Vice President of Credit

for DVI, also were personally involved in artificially inflating DVI's reported financial condition.

(IN 33-34, 238, 240-41)

In addition to O'Hanlon, the following defendants served on DVI's Board of Directors at

all times relevant to this action: Hany T. Roberts ("Roberts"), who also was an employee of DVI,

an advisor to O'Hanlon, and a Board member for DVI's subsidiaries; Gerald L. Cohn ("Cohn"),

who also was an employee of DVI and a member of DVI's Credit Committee; and William S.

Goldberg ("Goldberg"), kIm E. McHugh ("McHugh") and Nathan Shapiro ("Shapiro"), who

served on DVI's Audit Committee and sometimes are collectively referred to herein as the

"Audit Committee Defendants" (iN 35-39) Each of the Board Member defendants signed

DVI's Form 10-Ks filed with the SEC during the relevant four-year period, despite having

knowledge and ready access to information about the materially false and misleading information

10
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contained in the filings. (1ffl 35-39, 41-43, 238, 242-45) Defendants Garfinkel and Boyle also

signed the Company's Form 10-Ks with knowledge of their falsity. (1ffl38-40)

In addition, defendants O'Hanlon and Garfinkel signed DVI's materially false and

misleading Forms lO-Q filed with the SEC, and they each knowingly certified the accuracy of the

materially false financial statements contained in the Form 10-K for fiscal 2002 and the Form 10-

Qs for the first, second and third quarters of fiscal 2003, as required by the Exchange Act and the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 ("Sarbanes-Oxley"). (J27-28, 41)

Defendant Deloitte had served as DVI's auditor since 1987 and was the purportedly

independent auditor for DVI from August 1999 through June 2003, when it withdrew and refused

to certi& DVI's financial statements. (fi 47-48) Defendant Harold Neas ("Neas") was the audit

partner assigned to the DVI engagement. (II49) Deloitte audited the consolidated financial

statements of DVI and its subsidiaries for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1999, 2000, 2001 and

2002, and issued unqualified opinions that those financial statements fairly presented the

Company's financial condition in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles

("GAAP"). Deloitte further represented that its audits had been conducted in accordance with

generally accepted auditing standards ("GAAS"), (1J 48) In fact, Deloitte did not comply with

GAAS, and DVI's financial statements did not comply with GAAP. ( 249) If Deloitte and

Neas had properly fulfilled their audit obligations, it would have been blatantly obvious that DVI,

its subsidiaries, officers, directors, and special-relationship companies were engaged in massive

fraud, and Deloitte would have (if it were complying with GAAS) declined to issue unqualified

opinions, thereby alerting investors to the false financial statements and preventing the

substantial losses sustained by Plaintiffs. (liii 250, 260, 279)

11
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Defendant OnCure is a Florida corporation with a special business relationship to DVI.

50) In March 1999, OnCure, through its CEO defendant Jeffrey Goffman ("Goffinan"), agreed

as a favor to O'Hanlon and others to talce over a radiology facility in Corpus Christi, Texas.. (ffl

51, 95) Goffinan had a close and long-standing working relationship with O'Hanlon, and the

transfer of the business to OnCure had no purpose other than to mask massive loan delinquencies

and enable DVI to improperly avoid writing off impaired assets and non-performing loans to the

facility. (fi 51, 91, 95, 280)

Defendant PresGar, a privately-held Florida corporation, is another special-relationship

company to which DVI routinely turned when the Company needed to secretly repackage and

remove troubled and seriously delinquent loans flom DVI's books, (J52, 91, 93) From 1999

forward, PresGar frequently borrowed finds from DVI to salvage troubled loans issued by DVI

and thereby conceal unrecoverable losses. (fi93, 284)

Defendant Dolphin is a privately-held Delaware corporation that was formed in 2001 by

Mark Cherney, a business associate of defendant O'Hanlon. (IN53, 94) DVI reportedly is a

part-owner of Dolphin, and from 2001 through August 2003 had been the sole provider of

financing to Dolphin. (1J 94) Dolphin was formed to take over failed oncology and oilier

facilities that were repossessed by DVI. In September 2002, Dolphin purchased the troubled

Corpus Christi radiology facility from OnCure because OnCure was seriously delinquent on its

loans from DVI. ( 94) By virtue of the transfer of the facility to Dolphin — and the extension of

"new" loans from DVI to Dolphin to finance the purchase — DVI "erased" millions of dollars in

delinquent loans from its books. (fi 94, 282-83) Deloitte was troubled by the relationship
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between DVI and Dolphin, and from Dolphin's inception Deloitte repeatedly questioned whether

Dolphin's financial statements should have been consolidated in DVI's financial statements. Id

Finally, in May 2003, Deloitte decided that it no longer could turn a blind eye to the

manipulation of DVI's accounting and artificial inflation of the Company's reported financial

performance. After more than 3 years of rubber-stamping DVI's accounting for the dubious

transfers of the Corpus Christi facility and other improper loan transactions, Deloitte questioned

DVI's accounting treatment for the series of transactions relating to the Corpus Christi facility

and — reversing course — refused to certify DVI's financial statements contained in the Form 10-

Q that was filed with the SEC in May 2003. flI 182-183)

B. Defendants' Scheme to Artificially Inflate Revenue, Income and Earnings

Unfortunately, Deloitte's decision to do the right thing in May 2003 was too little, too

late, Unbeknownst to Plaintiffs and other investors, the defendants had, since at least August

1999, caused DVI to artificially inflate its reported revenue, income and earnings, and overstate

its assets, through a wide variety of improper practices. (J238, 286) Defendants' scheme and

materially false and misleading financial statements and omissions artificially inflated the puce

of the Senior Notes. (IJ 194) Defendants' multi-faceted scheme included the following:

1. Abuse of Off-Balance-Sheet Securitized Loans

After DVI FS executed contracts for loans and leases, it bundled the contracts and

transferred the loans and leases to a Securitization Trust through a third-party Special Purpose

Entity ("SPE"). (11 57) A series of SPEs were created and provided a pool of loans and leases

(usually aggregated to total more than $200 million), which were used as collateral for notes
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issued and sold by one of the SPEs (the "Securitization Notes"), The principal and interest on

these notes was to be paid from the cash flow produced by the underlying loans and leases. Id,

DVI enjoyed an immediate benefit from the securitization of its loans and leases. When

the Company transferred the loans and leases from its balance sheet to the SPEs, DVI

immediately recognized a gain (income) on the purported sale of the loans and leases. (j 58)

Proceeds flour sales of the securitized loans and leases provided critical financial sustenance for

DVI, but DVI's ability to access the market for secuntizing its loan portfolios depended on the

appearance of creditworthiness and good performance of loans in its Securitizations. (IJ 82)

Desperate to artificially enhance the reported performance of the securitized loans and

contracts, the Individual Defendants abused the securitization process by ignoring restrictions on

repurchasing and substituting loans and fabricating pre-payments on contracts owned by the off-

balance-sheet SPEs. (IJ 59, 86-91) DVI's efforts to conceal or restructure non-performing loans

in the securitized portfolios resulted in uncollectible receivables, understated loan loss reserves,

and impaired assets. (1J 60) Defendants O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Miller, Cady and others also

caused DVI BC to extend new loans (without any additional supporting collateral) to cash-

strapped healthcare providers to avoid defaults on securitized loans and leases. (1J65) DVI BC

provided enough cash to DVI FS to make the loans or leases appear as if they were performing.

(j 65-66) By finding uncollectible loans and leases, DVI depleted its cash and created a

liquidity crisis. (1J 67)

2. Improperly Recognizing Revenue on Non-Performing and Delinquent
Loans

DVI also improperly recognized income on loans that DVI itself considered delinquent,

or on which the debtor had been granted a forbearance from payment. At the direction of
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Garfinkel and Boyle, and with the approval of Colasanti, DVI improperly accrued revenue on

loans that were over 180 days past due and for loans for which they had no reasonable

expectation of collecting the amounts due. (1J72-73) Deloitte identified DVI's dubious

revenue-recognition policies as a "Reportable Condition" in its Management Letter to DVI's

Board for fiscal year 2002, yet still issued an unqualified opinion on that year's financial

statements. (IJ 75)

3. Deliberately Understating Loan Loss Reserves

Another technique DVI used to mask its true financial condition was to deliberately

understate reserves for losses on non-performing or delinquent loans it held on its balance sheet,

( 79) Dining the relevant period, DVI understated its loan loss reserve by between $75 and

$120 million. Id. Defendant Fear acquiesced in and helped perpetuate schemes to hide losses on

delinquent loans by improperly repurchasing and rewriting loan contracts.! Id. By deliberately

under-reserving for known or expected loan losses, DVI substantially increased its reported

earnings.. Id

4. Overvaluing Repossessed Assets

To further enhance the Company's reported financial performance and condition, DVI

failed to write down to fair market value the repossessed equipment and other assets it seized as a

result of defaults on loans.! (j 80) Garfinkel and Boyle booked repossessed assets on DVI's

balance sheet at the carrying value of the loan, instead of the net realizable value of the

repossessed asset as required by GAAP. ( 220) DVI also took equity in defaulted borrowers

and then erroneously valued that equity position at the amount then outstanding on the

borrowers' loans, even though the investments had little if any value. DVI deliberately
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overvalued the assets and its purported equity positions to avoid having to recognize a loss on the

underlying defaulted loans, ( 80, 221) The Company's net income and assets were materially

overstated as a result of the improper recognition of revenue and fraudulent reporting of barely

viable loans and investments.

5. FaiIin to Write-Off Delinquent and Defaulted Loans

Through a number of improper means, to deflate DVI's reported delinquency rates and

shore up the Company's reported performance, Garfinkel and others caused DVI to repurchase or

re-write loans that were on the brink of default and then masked the repurchased or repackaged

loans by treating them as pre-paid or new loans.. (iN86-89) One tactic employed by defendant

Cady to avoid writing off problem loans involved "round-trip financing" between DVI ES arid

DVI BC to restructure outstanding loans, (1J 90) By transferring funds between DVI PS and DVI

BC, Cady and others created the illusion that loans were current, even though the borrower had

no ability to repay these re-written loans, Id. Other alternative tactics, as set forth above, were

simply to sell the non-performing facilities themselves or their loans to third-party special-

relationship companies to avoid reporting delinquencies and defaults. (1J91) By overriding

normal credit underwriting procedures, O'Hanlon, Miller, and others at their direction removed

troubled loans from DVI's books by transferring them to OnCure, PresGar, Dolphin or other

entities and dressing up the non-perfoniing or defaulted loans as "new" loans. Id.

Consequently, DVI became saddled with even larger non-performing loans that were secured by

impaired and depreciating collateral. (j 95) These non-performing loans were not reflected on

DVI's balance sheet, nor were they reported to investors or lenders,
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6. Double Pledging or Pledging Ineligible Collateral

To finance their own lending to borrowers, DVI BC and DVI ES drew on lines of credit

called warehouse lines of credit from banks and other financial institutions. ( 56) These

warehouse lines of credit generally provided lower interest rates than those that the DVI

subsidiaries charged their borrowers, and DVI BC and DVI ES earned income from the interest-

rate spread between the customers' loans and their own loans.! Id From 1999 forward, Garfinicel

and O'Hanlon caused DVI to blatantly violate company policies by pledging "ineligible"

collateral to secure its warehouse lines of credit and double-pledging collatexal to more than one

lender, (flf 96-97) The practice of pledging ineligible collateral and double pledging collateral

became known internally as the "out-of-compliance" problem. ( 97)

Garuinkel frequently reported the outofLcompliance problem to defendant O'Hanlon, and

in June 2000, he reported the problem to defendants Miller and Turek, as well as other members

of DVI's Executive Committee, ( 98) The problem became more widely known internally at

DVI when the head of DVI's Treasury department resigned from the Company in April or May

2001 because of O'Hanlon's and others' unwillingness to remedy the out-of-compliance

problem. (U 98-99) Immediately following the shake-up in the Treasury department, Garfinkel

told defendant Cohn that the head of the department had resigned because she knew that DVI

was out of compliance on its warehouse lines of credit and she was "uncomfortable about signing

collateral statements" in which she was required to certify that the pledged collateral met the

warehouse lenders' criteria.! (J 99) Garfinlcel also raised the out-of-compliance problem at a

Board of Directors meeting in April 2001. In response to questions raised by Colm and Shapiro

about the out-of-compliance problem at the Board meeting, O'Hanlon brushed aside the serious
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nature of the problem and brazenly quipped that "lots of companies are never in compliance; we

will get it fixed; let's move on" ( 101) No further actions were taken at the meeting by Cohn,

Shapiro or the other Board members to investigate, address or remedy the out-of-compliance

problem.

Cohn also was a member of DVI's Credit Committee, and he repeatedly raised the "out-

of-compliance" problem with O'Hanlon who, according to Colm himself, falsely assured Cohn

that he either had resolved or would resolve the problem.. (1J99) At least by November 2002,

Defendant Goldberg also was aware of Dvi's out-of-compliance problem, in addition to being

aware of the Company's liquidity and loss reserve problems. ( 100) Garfmlcel told Goldberg in

November 2002 — nine months before DVI disclosed its liquidity crisis to the public —that

Garfinlcel and Boyle were "having problems" with the certification of DVI's financial statements

as required by Sarbanes-Oxley Id Nevertheless, Garfinkel and O'Hanlon knowingly signed

false certifications of the Company's financial statements, and all of the Board members and

Boyle turned a blind eye to the resulting blatant violations of the federal securities laws.

C. DVI's Accounting improprieties

As a result of Defendants' deceptive accounting and business practices, DVI's financial

statements were materially misstated from at least August 10, 1999 through August 13, 2003.

(iN 203, 209) The overall impression created by Defendants in the financial statements was not

consistent with the business realities of the Company's true financial position and operations. (1J

209) Although DVI reported that its credit underwriting procedures were rigorous and

structured, Garfinkel, O'Hanlon, Miller, Cady and others purposefully caused DVI to engage in

inadequate credit checks and issue loans that were unlikely to be repaid. (1N65, 86-89, 91)
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Mounting loan losses were hidden with deceptive transactions, Unbeknownst to investors or

lenders, DVI's loan portfolios were replete with non-performing and delinquent loans,

Under GAAP, DVI was required to record loan losses when it was apparent that the

Company would be unable to collect all amounts due according to loan-agreement terms, (iN

214-15) Transactions that DVI entered to mask loan losses also enabled the Company to record

finance income on uncollectible loan balances in violation of clear GAAP requirements. (IJ217)

Because DVI accrued income that was nave;- going to be collected, the Company's financial

statements were meaningless. The very metrics on which investors rely to malce informed

investment decisions — revenue, net income and contract receivables — were all overstated, if not

completely fictitious. (1218)

By failing to consolidate controlled entities, using the same loans several times as

collateral and pledging ineligible collateral, DVI was exposed to dangerously-high levels of

leverage and going-concern problems that were not disclosed in its financial statements in

violation of GA,AP. (11 222-226) Defendants' manipulation of DVI's reported delinquent loans,

improper classification of transferred assets as sales, and use of purposefully deficient loss

assumptions also resulted in a material overstatement of the net gain on sales of its securitized

transactions, which artificially inflated the Company's net earnings in violation of GAAP. (iN

230-33) Undoubtedly, DVI's financial position and results of operations were purposefully not

presented fairly as required by GAAP. (1237) If DVI and the Defendants had employed conect

accounting treatment as required by GAAP during August 1999 through August 2003, the

Company's net earnings would have been substantially less, and its reported net loss in fiscal

2002 would have dramatically increased, (flJ203, 236)
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D. Deloitte Was On Notice Of The Accounting And Business Improprieties At
DVI

As early as March 1999, Deloiffe was on notice of the accounting improprieties at DVI. (II

186) In March 1999, DVI curried favor with Defendants OnCure and Gofihian to take over the

failing radiology facility in Corpus Christi, Texas (ii 95) OnCure paid $5 million for the

facility, although Goffli.ian knew the purchase price far exceeded the facility's value. Id. Part of

the purchase price was paid by transferring $23 million in OnCure preferred stock to DVI to

partially satisfy the former Corpus Christi facility owner's debt to the Company. (1J 280)

OnCure's fortuitously-timed acquisition enabled DVI to avoid reporting several million dollars in

defaulted loans. (]j 281-83) Subsequently, OnCure and Goffman, also as a favor to DVI — as

explained in a written memo to defendants Miller and Turek — agreed not to close the troubled

facility in order to avoid causing a write-off by DVI. (fl 95, 280-283) Defendant Dolphin —

another entity formed and funded by DVI — purchased the Corpus Christi facility in September

2002 through a complex stock-for-stock exchange. (1I1J94, 282)

For each of DVI's financial statements filed with the SEC in 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002,

Deloitte reviewed and approved the improper accounting treatment that DVI applied to the series

of transactions for the Corpus Christi facility and related loans. In May 2003, Deloitte could no

longer justify its prior approvals of the accounting for the transactions and publicly

acknowledged in letters written to the SEC that the transactions were questionable in nature and

devoid of any business purpose. (1fl 182, 185)

Also, in 2000 and again in 2001, Deloitte criticized DVI's practice of accruing income on

loans that were delinquent for 180 or more days- (IJ 73) In 2002, Deloitte specifically

documented the improper accruals as a "Reportable Condition" in its Management Letter to
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DVI's Board for fiscal 2002, and although DVI refused to correct its materially improper

revenue-recognition practices, Deloitte issued "clean" audit opinions and failed to notify

investors or the SEC of DVI's improper accounting. ( 75)

Also in contravention of its auditing responsibilities, Deloitte warned DVI about, and yet

tolerated, its pervasive and blatant violations of GAAP requirements for proper accounting

treatment of impaired loans, (1i 83-84) Deloitte approved DVI's aberrant accounting and

ignored the Company's unsound business practices, which included: lax adherence to formal

credit approval practices and procedures; unreasonable assumptions in estimating loans losses;

repurchasing delinquent loans; styling repurchases as "pre-paid" loans; re-writing troubled loans

— with no valid business or economic purposes — as "new" to hide payment problems; round-trip

financing between DVI's subsidianes; and transfening non-perfomung entities and loans to

special-relationship companies. (U60, 64-67, 73-77, 83-84, 86-91, 261) What is even more

egregious is that Deloitte knew of and was involved in Dvi's attempts to rationalize and

document after-the-fact forbearance agreements for delinquent loans that had no chance of ever

being collected. (77) Defendant Garfinkel documented the improper forbearance practices and

urged O'Hanlon, Miller and Colasanti in Spring 2002 to create false forbearance documentation

that could be used to try to persuade Deloitte to certify that the defaulted loans were collectible.

( 77) I-lad Neas and Deloitte performed proper auditing procedures, DVI could not have

reported loan loss reserves that were only 10% of what the losses actually were. (IJ 261)

In addition, Deloitte not only failed to consider, as required by GAAS, the serious risks

that DVI's financial statements were materially overstated as a result of irregularities, but also

was aware of or recklessly disregarded such risks and acquiesced to DVI's improper accounting.
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(If! 259, 275) Myriad red flags of fraudulent financial reporting were ignored by Deloitte in

violation of its auditing duties, Id. Even the most rudimentary audit procedures would have

uncovered DVI's fraud and the conditions that led to DVI's collapse. (IJ 268)

In sum, if Deloitte had conducted its audits in compliance with GAAS, it would have

detected the accounting manipulations, the understated loan delinquencies, the inadequate loan

loss reserves, and the resulting overstatements of assets, revenues and income, and would have

declined to issue unqualified audit opinions on DVI's financial statements. ( 250) Deloitte did

not comply with GAAS and led investors to believe that Deloitte had scrutinized the Company's

loan, lease and securitization transactions when in fact it had not. (1ff277-79)

E. The Audit Committee Defendants Were Responsible For Ensuring That The
Company's Financial Statements Accurately Portrayed DVI's
Financial Condition

The Company's Audit Committee, comprised of defendants Goldberg, McHugh and

Shapiro, was responsible for fully understanding the Company's accounting procedures and

internal control systems, and was, or should have been, in contact with the Company's auditors.

(1111 37-39, 242) The Audit Committee Defendants had the authority and a duty to oversee,

review and examine statements made in the name of the Company, including financial statements

filed with the SEC, and to be certain that the Company's financial statements were reported in a

fair and accurate manner. (1J 229) They were intimately involved with and controlled the

Company's accounting and financial reporting, and knew facts or had access to information

suggesting that the Company's financial statements, were false. (9ff 43, 100-102, 239)

Specifically, these defendants were aware of the Company's accounting procedures and knew, or

should have known, that those procedures failed to conform to industry standards or GAAP. (9ff
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100-101, 229, 239, 242-243) Theyalso knew, or should have known, that utilizing these

irregular accounting procedures would result in the Company's financial statements being

materially false and misleading and not being prepared in accordance with GAAP. (1J 242-43)

Nonetheless, the Audit Committee allowed the Company to issue financial statements without

disclosing or correcting the GAAP violations or any other false and misleading statements

contained therein, Id.

The Audit Committee Defendants also were responsible for understanding the

Company's accounting policies and ensuring that the Company's financial statements and reports

accurately portrayed the Company's financial condition, (1J 229) They fell far short of satisfiing

these responsibilities, as evidenced by the Company's overstatement of its reported earnings by

as much as $120 million. (IJ 1) DVI devoted several pages in its Forms 10-K to disclosures of

what it referred to as "Significant Accounting Policies" and "Critical Accounting Policies" (1J

229) The Audit Committee Defendants, in consultation with Neas and his Deloitte team, were

responsible to see that Garfinkel, Boyle, and DVI's entire team responsible for financial reporting

followed the Company's reported policies. DVI's abrupt demise and materially misleading

financial statements demonstrate that everyone associated with DVI's accounting policies and

practices was either "asleep at the switch" or deliberately concealing DVI's fraud. Id

F. DVI's False Financial Statements Induced Plaintiffs' Investments In The
Senior Notes

As the Individual Defendants knew and understood when offering the Senior Notes to the

investing public, the ability of DVI to service its debt was of paramount importance to investors,

Plaintiffs were induced to purchase and retain their investments in the Senior Notes by false

financial reporting that created a materially inaccurate picture of DVI's ability to service its debt.
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( 285-86) None of the defendants disclosed that DVI was engaged in an overly-aggressive

securitization program or that DVI's aberrant loan-restructuring and improper accounting

practices adversely affected the reliability of the Company's financial statements. To the

contrary, the Company's financial statements during August 1999 through August 2003 —on

which Deloitte issued unqualified opinions —falsely overstated Dvi's assets, revenues and net

income, and falsely stated that the financial statements were presented in accordance with

(JAAP. (IflI 203, 249) Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions lulled Plaintiffs into a

false sense of the reliability of the information upon which they based their decisions to purchase

or retain the Senior Notes. (fi 1, 285-86)

C. Revelation Of Defendants' Fraud

In May 2003, DVI filed with the SEC a Form 10-Q disclosing a material disagreement

with Deloitte regarding DVI's accounting for a series of transactions relating to the Corpus

Christi facility. (J 182) Deloitte refused to approve DVI's interim financial statements for the

period ended March 31, 2003. DVI falsely reported that the dispute with Deloitte was limited to

the Corpus Christi facility transaction, (ii 1 83) DVI thither disclosed that Deloitte had resigned

as the Company's auditor. Id.

In mid-June 2003, Deloitte wrote a letter to the SEC refuting DVI's characterization of the

dispute between DVI and Deloitte and the nature of the Company's accounting improprieties.

(II 185) Deloitte's letter stated that it had advised DVI to file a corrected lO-Q; that the disputed

transactions dated back to 1999; and that DVI had misstated the impact of the accounting

impropriety on DVI's net income. ( 186) Thereafter, in August 2003, DVI shocked Plaintiffs

and other investors when it failed to make a scheduled $7 million interest payment on the Senior
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Notes and disclosed that neither the Company nor its subsidiaries had any availability on their

credit facilities. (fi 191-92) On August 15, 2003, the NYSE delisted DVI. Subsequently, DVI

and its subsidiaries filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy, Garfinicel was fired and O'Hanlon abruptly

resigned. (fi 197-201)

The Bankruptcy Court appointed an Examiner, R. Todd Neilson (the "Examiner"), to

investigate possible fraud, mismanagement and financial irregularities relating to DVI's business.

fl 11) The Examiner investigated the financial transactions dealing with the assets, liabilities,

operations, and financial condition and accounting practices of DVI. Id. The Examiner had

unfettered access to and reviewed records maintained on DVI's computer systems and in paper

form, including bankruptcy court and SEC filings, Comment Letters from the SEC and DVI's

responses thereto, Management Letters issued by Deloitte & Touche, and notes of interviews.

Id; Examiner's Report at 18-26, His findings were extensive and were corroborated by personal

interviews with former executives, officers and directors, including among others, defendants

Garfinkel, Miller, Turek, Cady, Boyle, Fear, Colasanti, Colm and Goldberg.6 Id. at 25.

The Examiner concluded that DVI, at the direction of O'Hanlon and other officers and

directors, attempted "to meet pressing liquidity needs and compensate for inadequate

As Defendants have asked this Court to takejudicial notice of the Examiner's Report, it is
appropriate to remind the court of what the Examiner did and found,,

6 In his brief, defendant O'Hanlon makes much of the fact that the Examiner did not interview
him, (O'Hanlon Mem. at 4) The Examiner explains in detail in his report that he initially sought to
interview O'Hanlon, but was informed that O'Hanlon would not speak informally to the Examiner, and
would make himself available only for a sworn deposition. See Examiner's Report at 26. Then, when
served with a subpoena, O'Hanlon informed the Examiner (through an attorney) that lie intended to
invoke his Fifth Amendment rights and privileges against self-incrimination if deposed, but was willing
to speak informally with the Examiner. Id at 26. The Examiner declined based on his belief that, under
the circumstances leading up to the offer; any evidence obtained from O'Hanlon in an informal setting
would be unreliable, Id.
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capitalization by various improper or highly suspect measures"7 ( 11) As a result of his

examination, the Examiner reconmiended flirther investigation as to possible claims and causes

of action that might exist against (and into the culpability of) DVI's current and former

personnel, including but not limited to O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Miller, members of the DVI Board

of Directors, the special relationship companies, and Deloitte. The Examiner further noted that

the scheme he unearthed at DVI "could not have continued without the knowledge and/or

complicity of a number of DVI executives and other key personnel." Examiner's Report at 187.

ARGUMENT

I. STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS

In considering a Rule I 2(b)(6) motion to dismiss, courts must consider all well-pleaded

allegations of fact in the Complaint as true, and must view the Complaint in the light most

favorable to the plaintiff Scheuer v Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974); Oshiver v. Levin,

Fishbein, Sedran & Berman, 38 F3d 1380, 1384 (3d Cir, 1994) Thus, courts are "required to

credit plaintiffs' allegations rather than defendants' responses," hi re Burlington Coat Factory

Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1421 (3d Cir, 1997), and should not grant a motion to dismiss "unless

it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which

Several of the Defendants seek to belittle the claims against them and attack the factual
allegations of the Complaint by accusing Plaintiffs of relying too heavily upon the Examiner's Report.
See, e g, O'Hanlon Mem. at 3- 4; Cohn Mem. at 2. The Examiner's Report is based upon an
independent investigation of the events leading to DVI's demise, and Plaintiffs properly relied on the
information therein to support their allegations and to raise a strong inference of each Defendant's
scientcr. See Lewis v. Curtis, 671 Fid 779, 788 (3d Cir. 1982) ("Plaintiffs and their attorneys need not
make further expenditures to provide independently that which may be read with some confidence of
truthfulness and accuracy in a respected financial journal."); see also hi re McKesson HBOC, mc,, Sec.
Litig, 126 F. Supp.2d 1248, 1272 (ND. Cal. 2000) (in an action brought under the PSLRA, if an article
includes "numerous factual particulars and is based on an independent investigative effort, it is a source
that may be credited in determining whether plaintiffs have alleged facts sufficient to raise a strong
inference of scienter").
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would entitle him to relief." Conley i', Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 (1957). "What Rule l2tb)(6)

does not countenance are dismissals based upon a judge's disbelief of a complaint's factual

allegations." Neitike v, Williams, 490 U.S. 319, 327 (1989). As discussed below, the allegations

in the Complaint are more than sufficient to state claims against each of the defendants.8

II. PLAINTIFFS HAVE PROPERLY PLED A SECTION 10(b) CLAIM9

A. Plaintiffs Have Pied Scienter as to Each Defendant

Pursuant to Section 21D(b)(2) of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act

("PSLRA"), in order to state a claim pursuant to Section 10(b), Plaintiffs must allege facts that

give rise to a "strong inference that the defendant acted with the required state of mind." 15

U.S.C. § 78u-4(b)(2). The PSLRA does not define the "required state of mind," but the majority

of Courts of Appeals (including the Third Circuit) have held that a plaintiff can meet its burden

by alleging either conscious misbehavior or recklessness.'° See, e.g., In re Advanta Corp. Sec.

Litig., 180 F.3d 525, 534 (3d Cir. 1999); Ottinan v. Hangar Orthopedic Group, Inc., 353 F.3d

338, 344 (41h Cir. 2003); hire Coinshare, Inc. Sec. Litig., 183 R3d 542, 548 (6th Cir. 1999);

Greebel v. FTP Software, Inc., 194 F.3d 185, 193-194 (1st Cir. 1999); Bryant v. Avado Brands,

This brief addresses those arguments to which Defendants devote the most significant time and
attention in their respective briefs, To the extent the Defendants have made arguments which PlaintifTh
have not addressed herein, those arguments lack merit and should be rejected.

All Plaintiffs except Stellar Funding Ltd. assert claims under Section 10(b). ( 292)

tO Alternatively, the Third Circuit has held that a plaintiff may raise a strong inference of
scienter by alleging a defendant's motive and opportunity to commit fraud. In re Advanta, 180 F.3d at
534.. Plaintiffs do not rely upon allegations of motive and opportunity in this case. Therefore, the
Defendants' arguments as to Plaintiffs' failure to allege motive are red herrings. Where, as here, the
Defendants are alleged to have acted recklessly or with actual knowledge of the fraud, there is no need
for Plaintiffs to plead or prove motive. Id. at 532 (scienter can be established by either motive and
opportunity or conscious misbehavior or recklessness).
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Inc., 187 R3d 1271, 1284(11th Cir, 1999); Press v Chem. Jim'. Servs Corp., 166 F.3d 529, 537-

38 (2d Cir. 1999). See also In re IKON Office Solution& Inc. Sec. Litig., 66 F. Supp. 2d 622, 629

(RD. Pa. 1999) ("Plaintiffs may plead scienter in a securities fraud claim by alleging facts that

constitute strong circumstantial evidence of conscious misbehavior or recklessness.").

In determining whether scienter has been adequately pleaded, the Court should consider

the allegations in their totality rather than viewing each one in isolation. See Paraschos v. YBM

Magnex, Int'l, No. CIV A 98-6444, 2000 WL 325945, *10 (RD. Pa. Mar. 29, 2000); In re

Microstrategy Jhc. Sec. Litig., 115 F. Supp. 2d 620, 631 (RD. Va. 2000); Orbital Sciences Corp.

Sec. Litig., 58 F. Supp. 2d 682, 685-86 (RD. Va, 1999). Among the circumstances which may

suggest fraudulent intent are "the presence of 'red flags' or warning signs that the financial

reports are fraudulent, as well as the magnitude of the fraud." In re Rent-Way Sec. Litig., 209 F.

Supp.2d 493 (W.D. Pa. 2002) (citation omitted).

While the magnitude of a misstatement is not enough, by itself, to establish scienter,

numerous courts have recognized that a strong inference of scienter arises when GAAP

violations are coupled with a drastic overstatement of financial results, a failure to disclose the

GAAP violations, or other circumstances suggesting fraud. See hi re Microstrategy, 115 F.

Supp. 2d at 635; Carley Capital Group v Deloitte & Touclie, LIP., 27 F. Supp. 2d 1324, 1339-

40 (N.D. Ga. 1998); lure Digi hit '4 Inc. Sec Litig., 6 F.. Supp. 2d 1089, 1098-99 (D.Minn.

1998); Re/un v Eagle Fin. Corp., 954 F. Supp. 1246, 1255-56 N.D. III. 1997); Grass v.

Medaphis Corp., 977 F. Supp. 1463, 1472 (ND. Ga. 1997); Marksman Partners LP.. v. Chantal

Pharm Corp.., 927 F. Supp. 1297, 1313 (C.D. Cal. 1996). As the Court held in Re/un:

While it is true that the mere fact that a company's financial
reporting was inaccurate does not establish scienter, the magnitude
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of reporting errors may lend weight to allegations of recklessness
where defendants were in a position to detect the errors. The more
serious the error, the less believable are defendants' protests that
they were completely unaware of [the company's] true fmancial
status and the stronger is the inference that defendants must have
known about the discrepancy.

954 F. Supp. at 1256 (internal citations omitted). See also In re Microstraiegy, 115 F. Supp. 2d

at 636 ("common sense and logic dictate that the greater the magnitude of a restatement or

violation of GAAP, the more likely it is that such a restatement or violation was made

consciously or recldessly").

Here, the large magnitude of the misstatements — over $120 million — is a significant

factoi weighing in favor of a finding of scienter, particularly since Plaintiffs have alleged that all

of the Defendants were in positions to detect the misstatements. (fl1, 238-245, 251, 280-284)

In addition, as discussed below, Plaintiffs have alleged facts which give rise to a strong inference

that each of the Defendants either had actual knowledge of the fraud, or acted with a grossly

reckless disregard for the tnsth.

1. Officer and Employee Defendants

Defendants O'I-lanlon, Garfinkel, Miller, Thick, Boyle, Cady and Fear were high ranicing

officers of DVI and its subsidiaries. Colasanti was retained as a consultant to oversee a

significant area for any financing company — its problem loans- These defendants' prominent

positions in the credit granting and loan workout process (flJ27-34, 238) -- processes which

played a key role in the fraud at DVI -- tend to support an inference of scienter. Southland Sec.

Corp. v INSpire Ins.. Solutions.. Inc., 365 F.3d 353, 380 (5th Cir. 2004); hi ;-e Reliance Sec.

Litig., 91 F, Supp. 2d 706, 724 (D. Del. 2000). In addition, both Garfinkel and Boyle were

responsible for DVI's accounting and financial reporting, and along with O'Hanlon they each
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signed DVI's Forms 10-K, making them responsible for the content of those filings. (28, 31)

Howardv. Everex Sys, Inc,228 F3d 1057, 1061-62 (9th Cir. 7000) (signatories of SEC filings

make a "statement" by signing the document); In re Reliance Sec. Litig, 135 F. Supp. 2d 480,

505 (D, Del. 2001) (CFO's signature on financial report constitutes a statement for purposes of

section 10(b)); In re Enroti Coip. Sec, Derivative & ERISA Litig., 258 F, Supp. 2d 576, 587

(S.D. Tex, 2003).

As set forth further below, all of these defendants knew of the schemes and conduct that

led to DVI's financial statements and other public statements being false and misleading, yet did

nothing. See Howard, 228 F.3d at 1064 (signing financial statement despite knowledge of

"potentially alaiming information" about company's financial condition supports finding of

scienter); see also Adams v Kinder-Morgan, Inc., 340 F.3d 1083, 1006(10th Cir. 2003) (where

one high level officer knows of falsehoods in financials, it is less likely that others can be

ignorant of that fact). In fact, after passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Garfinkel and

Boyle expressed their reluctance to sign the certifications required by that law attesting to the

accuracy of Dvi's reports to the SEC. (II 100)

O'Hanlon -. the driving force ( 11) — and Garfinkel, ordered or directed the various

schemes set forth in the Complaint to disguise DVI's true financial condition. (J 239) The two

were responsible for beginning the practice in 1999 of pledging ineligible collateral to one of

DVI's securitization lenders in order to gain essential liquidity to keep DVI afloat. (fi96-97)

This practice of pledging ineligible collateral, later expanded to encompass the double-pledging

of the same collateral to different lenders on the Securitizations, became routine at DVI and

continued until at least May of 2003. (1J 98) O'Flanlon received monthly reports from Garfinkel
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documenting Dvi's out-ofcompliance position, and (3arfinkel told Miller and Turek about the

practice in June of 2000. (j 98) Thus, the Complaint alleges actual knowledge of this aspect of

the fraudulent scheme by O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Miller, and Turek,

Of course, the out-ofcompliance problem was not the only intentional fraud conimifted

by DVI and the Defendants. Acting in concert, O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Miller and Cady devised

and carried out the round-trip financing scheme, a scheme designed solely to deflate the

delinquency rates of DVI FS's borrowing base,, (fl65, 90) In another effort to mask the true

performance of DVI's loan portfolio, O'Hanlon and Miller, with the knowledge and assistance of

Credit Conmiittee members Cohn and Fear, forced DVI to make loans to "special relationship

borrowers" that were intended to eliminate delinquent or defaulted loans by re-packaging the

debts as new loans to the borrowers, and in the process overriding DVI's reported credit review

and approval procedures. (U 91-95) The Defendants' failure to follow DVI's stated policies and

procedures supports an inference of scienter. In re Micrso&rategy, 115 F. Supp. at 625 (scienter

may be shown by failure to adhere to important company accounting policy); In i-c Ravisent

Tech., Inc. 8cc, Litig,2004 WL 1563024, at *9 (ED, PaJuly 13, 2004) (scienter may be found

where corporate officers failed to adhere to easily understood company policy on revenue

recognition). Moreover!, Boyle and Colasanti knew of the round-trip financing and use of

"special relationship borrowers" because they were both tasked with responsibility for overseeing

the workout of problem loans. (1J 240)

As if the above actions were not enough, O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Boyle and Miller also

knew that Colasanti and DVI employees were drafting and had drafted phony forbearance

agreements justifying DVI's failure to write down non-performing loans in order to "paper"
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Deloitte's audits,. (1J 77) Securities and Exchange Comm. v. Jakubowski, 150 F.3d 657,682(7th

Cir,,1998) (creation of phony documents shows defendant's scienter). Plaintiffs' well-supported

allegations of these defendants' knowledge of, and participation in the fraud establishes scienter.

See Securities and Exchange Comm.. v. US. Envti, Inc., 155 F.3d 107, 111 (2d Cii. 1998)

(knowledge of proscr bed activity is sufficient to show scienter under section 10(b)); Novak v.

Kasaks, 216 F.3d 300,311-12 (2d Cit. 2000) (scienter pled where defendants were alleged to

know about need to act but did not because of possible damage to company's financial position);

Securities and Exchange Comm. v, First Jersey Sec., 101 F. 3d 1450, 1472 (2d Cir, 1996)

(allegations that defendant "was intimately involved in" and "orchestrated" fraudulent scheme"

are sufficient to plead scienter); hire Livent, Inc. Sec. Litig, 78 F. Supp. 2d 194, 214-16

(S.D.N.Y. 1999) (scienter pled where two defendants "are alleged to have orchestrated the fraud

in general and to have personally carried out many of its specifics" and two others are "alleged to

have participated in carrying it out with knowledge of its impropriety," even absent knowledge of

effect of the schemes on the financial statements); T.HC., Inc. v. Furtune Petroleum Corp., 1999

WL 182593, *4 n,6 (S,.D.,N.Y, Mar. 31, 1999) (allegation that defendant directed manipulative

transaction is sufficient to plead scienter); hi re C'endant, 60 F. Supp. 2d 354, 374-75 (D,N.J.

1999) (scienter pled where plaintiff alleges that defendant had acti.ial knowledge of improper

accounting practices but took no action to correct them); In re Health Mg;nL, Inc. Sec. Litig., 970

F. Supp. 192, 204 (E.,D,N,Y, 1997) (plaintiff pleads "direct evidence of scienter" where

complaint alleges defendant convened meeting at which fraudulent scheme was developed and

approved, and where complaint alleges defendant had actual knowledge of the fraud).
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2. The Audit Committee Defendants

Plaintiffs have also adequately the pleaded scienter of Shapiro, McHugh and Goldberg,

each of whom were members of DVI's audit committee during the relevant time frame. The

Audit Committee Defendants were told by way of Deloitte's Management Letters that DVI's

auditor had serious criticisms of Dvi's lax credit approval practices and procedures, improper

revenue recognition standards, and other poor accounting and financial reporting practices. (1J

242) The Audit Committee members also knew that DVI was not in compliance with its

liquidity and loss reserve requirements at least nine months before DVI disclosed its out-of-

compliance problems to the public. (1ff 100-02) Garfinkel told Goldberg that he and Boyle were

"having problems" with signing the certifications of DVI's financial reports required under the

recently-enacted Sabanes-Oxiey Act (If 100)

The Audit Committee knew of these critical problems and chose to do absolutely nothing

until matters were made public by Deloitte's refusal to continue issuing clean audit opinions on

DVI's financial statements. These type of communications to audit committee members are

sufficient to show their scienter. Alpeni v, UtiliCoip united, Inc., 84 F,3d 1525, 1534, 1536,

1538 (8th Cir, 1996) (scienter of audit committee adequately pleaded Section 10(b) and Rule

lOb-5 claims by allegations that the company's auditor informed the audit committee of "internal

control problems" at the company). At the very least, they raise a strong inference that the Audit

Committee Defendants — who were not only in a position to detect the GAAP violations and the

massive fraud being perpetrated on investors, but had the specific obligation of overseeing the

Company's financial reporting -- were reckless in failing to take corrective measures to ensuie

the accuracy of the financial statements. See In re Baa;? Co. Sec. Litig, 103 F.. Supp. 2d 1, 21-22
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(D.D.C. 2000) (defendants' high-level positions and access to infornrntion, coupled with GAAP

violations and substantial misstatements, support strong inference of scienter); In re Am. Bank

Note Holographics, Inc. 8cc, Litig, 93 F. Supp. 2d 424, 447-48 (SDNY 2000) (GAAP violation,

coupled with 50% inflation of revenues and defendants' access to actual revenue information,

combine to raise strong inference of their conscious or recldess behavior); hi it C'oniputer

Assocs. Class Action Sec. Litig, 75 F. Supp. 2d 68, 74 (E.D.N.Y. 1999) (allegations of scheme of

improper earnings, revenue and sales recognition, and of false and misleading statements by

defendants, together with "enonnous scope and scale" of fraud, were sufficient to plead scienter).

3. Directors Cohn and Roberts

Similarly, directors Cohn and Roberts knew of the fraudulent activity at DVI and did

nothing. Roberts was a DVI employee responsible for procuring funding sources, in addition to

acting as an advisor to O'Hanlon. (1136) Cohn was a member of DVI's Credit Committee, a

vitally important function for a financing company that relied on repaying its outside investors

from the funds it received in payment on loans it extended. (if 35) Each received copies of

Deloitte's Management Letters documenting the lax credit approval practices and procedures,

improper revenue recognition, and other poor accounting and financial reporting practices.TM

(if 242) See Gelfer v.. Pegasystenis, 96 F. Supp. 2d 10, 17 (D, Mass. 2000) (repeated failure of

company to respond to items in auditor's Management Letters creates inference of scienter)..

Directors involved in the daily operations of a company, even though formally not employees,

Cohn's argument that Plaintiffs' Complaint makes no allegation that he received copies of
Deloitte's Management Letters contradicts the plain allegation that "Cohn . . . received Deloitte's

Management Letters". (if 242) The Complaint also alleges that "[i]n fact .... Deloitte had included some
of the above mentioned transactions in its management letters included among periodic reports to DVI's
audit committee." (if275) At best, this "dispute" as to whether Cohn received them merely creates an
issue of fact not subject to resolution on a motion to dismiss.
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can still be held to have knowledge similar to officers. See, e,g, In re Initial Public Offering Sec

Litig, 2004 WL 2320364, 19 (SDN.Y. Oct. 15, 2004) (holding directors liable for failuje to

disclose information involving daily operations of the company); hi re Cendant Corp.. Litig, 60

F. Supp.2d 354, 369 (D.N.J. 1999) (holding director liable based on knowledge of conduct

alleged to be fraudulent).

As a member of the committee charged with insuring the creditworthiness of DVI's

borrowing base, Colm was directly involved in an aspect of Dvi's operations directly impacted

by the fraudulent scheme alleged and either knew or was reckless in not knowing that DVI was

processing credit applications in disregard of its own published policies. See hire Reliance, 91

F. Supp. 2d at 724 (allegation defendant may have known of false statements at time he signed

SEC filing alleges scienter); In re Tel-Save Sec. Litig, 1999 WL 999427, at *5 (ED. Pa, Oct. 19,

1999) ("[scienter] inquiry focuses on whether the transaction in which the alleged fraud occurred

was central to the corporation's core business"); Rehin, 954 F. Supp. at 1256 (stating that credit

losses were the "defining characteristic" of loan servicing business), Moreover, Cohn admitted

to the Examiner that he was aware that DVI was granting loans without his Credit Committee's

approval, a clear violation of company policy that led to numerous of those loans having trouble,

yet did nothing to raise this issue at the Board level after raising the issue ui'ith the very same

management that was committing the acts. Examiner's Report at 169. This shows clear

knowledge of violations of the company's published policies in SEC filings, hire Ravisent,

2004 WL 1563024, at *9, Independently, Plaintiffs have also alleged that, combined with his

knowledge of internal company documents and operations, Cohn had control over and reviewed

the content and signed each of Company's SEC filings alleged to be false or misleading. (J35,
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243) These facts alone are sufficient to raise a strong inference of scienter)2 Hcxward, 228 F3d

at 1064; hire Reliance, 91 F. Supp 2d at 724.

Moreover, Cohn was told by (Jarfinkel of the out-of-compliance problem in April of

2001, a fact prominently mentioned in the Examiner's Report. Although Cohn seeks the

protection of the Examiner in arguing he was duped by management as a member of DVI's

Credit Committee, he cannot escape the Examiner's finding that:

Cohn. was, by his own admission, fully aware of a compliance
problem in April 2001, and aside from allegedly checking with
O'Hanlon on a quarterly basis to determine that DVI was in
compliance, does not appear to have taken any steps to investigate
or conduct a full inquiry of the issues that had come to his
attention. By his own admission, Cohn failed to inform the Board
as to the serious and credible issues that had come to his attention,
and his conduct in that regard is both criticized and faulted by the
Examiner..

Examiner's Report at 1.3-14. While Cohn would have this Court believe that he thought

O'Hanlon and Garfinkel were referring to a simple compliance with loan covenants (Cohn Mem,

at 3), the Examiner's Report strongly implies, and Plaintifth' Complaint alleges (f99, 101), that

Garfinkel told him of the improper pledging of collateral, not of some technical violation of a

contract provision. For purposes of this motion, Plaintiffs' allegations that Cohn knew in April

2001 that DVI was intentionally pledging ineligible collateral in order to borrow funds it

12 Defendant Cohn seeks to put before the Court evidence regarding some of his investments in
DVI securities. Plaintiffs have not had an opportunity to take discovery regarding those investments, or
the circumstances surrounding them, and the Court should not draw any inferences in favor of defendant
Cohn from matters outside the pleadings. On a motion to dismiss, the Court should as accept as true all
allegations in the Complaint, and all reasonable inferences should be drawn in favor of Plaintiffs.
Osluiver, 38 F..3d at 1384.
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otherwise could not secure must be accepted as true'3 See Oslnver, 38 Fid at 1384; In re

Burlington Coat, 114 F3d at 1421.

There is also direct evidence of Roberts' knowledge of fraudulent conduct at DVI. First,

the Complaint alleges that Garfinkel told the Board, of which Robert was a member, about the

compliance problem in April 2001.. ( 101) Second, the Complaint alleges that this very issue

was raised again with the Board — i.e. both Cohn and Roberts — in December 2002. ( 102)

Given that the out-of-compliance issue involving the main source of funding for DVI's financing

operations had not been resolved in a period of 20 months, Roberts and his fellow directors could

not simply sit idly by and purport to rely on managements' assurances. Howard, 228 Fid at

1064-65 (where defendant had indication of possible falsehood in proposed filing, duty to

investigate further is triggered and failure to do so may be scienter). Moreover, Plaintiffs have

alleged the failure to disclose Dvi's pledging of ineligible collateral in the 2001 and 2002 Forms

10-K. See ¶j 140, 147 (statements made in public filings throughout the stated time periods were

false and misleading).

There is additional direct evidence of Roberts' scienter in his role in facilitating a $4.5

million "working capital" loan to a DVI FS borrower that was intended solely to make the

payments on existing DVI FS loans. See ¶ 242; Report at 106-07. As the Examiner's Report

states:

Colasanti indicated that as early as 1999 or 2000, Harry Roberts, a
member of the DVI Board of Directors. , . was given THF as an
assignment to resolve. Colasanti described the working capital
loans as the "Harry Roberts fix."

Cohn's argument that the Class Litigation precludes Plaintiffs from pursuing a Section 10(b)
claim against him is specious. (Cohn Mem. at 1-2) Plaintiffs are entitled to opt out of the Class
Litigation and pursue individual claims that are identical to those prosecuted by the Class.
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DVI provided THE with $4.5 million of working capital loans for
the purpose of making DVI PS monthly lease payments. All of
these new loans were secured only by the existing THF collateral
that had already been previously pledged under the prior THE
contracts. As a result ... DVI ES received nothing more than
blanket liens on existing blanket liens.

Report at 106-07 (internal citation omitted). The "Harry Roberts fix" establishes that Roberts

knew DVI was making loans in violation of its stated credit policies because he was personally

responsible for the THF loan..

4. Deloitte and Neas

Deloitte, under the guidance of Neas, audited DVI's annual financial statements, reviewed

DVI's interim financial statements, and issued unqualified opinions on DVI's financial statements

for fiscal years 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 (1J 5) Deloitte's association as DVI's longtime

auditors provided Deloitte special insight into the Company's inner workings. (IJ251) Neas and

other Deloitte personnel were regularly present at DVI's headquarters and had continuous access

to and knowledge of the Company's confidential financial and business records reflecting the true

nature of DVI's financial condition. Id. In addition to auditing the Company's annual financial

statements, Deloitte reviewed the quarterly financial statements and assisted with the preparation

of the text of the Company's SEC filings. flj248) Deloitte also participated in investigations of

the business, operations, and financial and other controls for DVI, (lflJ 248, 250) The intimate

familiarity of Deloitte and Neas with DVI's financial condition, support a finding of scienter. See

Arniund v, Deloitte & Touche, LLP, 199 F. Supp. 2d 461, 477-78 (RD. Va. 2002) (allegations of

the auditor's "privileged position" within the company must be viewed as "part of the context to

support the particulars of scienter set forth in the other allegations of the. . . Complaint.").

Plaintiffs need not (and do not) rely solely on such allegations, however.!
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As discussed below, Plaintiffs' allegations establishing Deloitte's and Neas' actual

knowledge of and participation in, defendant's scheme to mask DVI's true dire financial

condition from Plaintiffs and the investing public provide powerflul evidence of Deloitte's and

Neas' scienter, Indeed, the Complaint alleges "in your face facts .. that cry out, 'how could

[Deloitte] not have known that the financial statements were false" In re Oxford Health Plans

Inc. Sec. Litig, 51 F. Supp. 2d 290, 294 (SD.NY. 1999).

As early as August of 1999, Deloitte issued a Management Letter criticizing Dvi's lax

adherence to its formal credit approval policies and procedures. (IJ60) Deloitte and Neas also

informed DVI in 2000 that its practice of accruing income from delinquent loans (especially those

delinquent for more than 180 days) was improper under GAAP, and mandated that DVI

implement a policy against such accrual. (fi 72-76) DVI impleniented a policy, but then ignored

it. Id. On December 31, 2001, Deloitte advised DVI that it was still improperly recognizing

income on impaired and uncollectible loans — in clear contravention of its own internal policy. (

74) "[W]here a company deviates from its own procedures in a way that violates GAAP, that

deviation from internal policy may be evidence of scienter" IKON, 66 F. Supp. at 631 (citing

Shapiro v, UJIJ Fin. Corp., 964 F,2d 272, 28 1-83 (3d Cir. 1992) ("recognizing that, in some

circumstances, accountants' assessments of management practices may give rise to lob-S

actions") (other citations omitted).

Subsequently, for reasons that remain to be explained through discovery in this case,

Deloitte conducted a "special audit" of DVI for FY 2002 that found DVI lacked critical

documentation to support many forbearance agreements but issued an unqualified audit opinion

anyway. (1J 76) Repeatedly noting that SFAS 114 applied to DVI's operations, Deloitte
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permitted DVI to delay until 2001 adopting any formal accounting policy to conduct impairment

analysis on its delinquent loans. (IJ 84) In addition, throughout 2001-2003, Deloitte questioned

whether Dolphin's financial statements should be consolidated in DVI's financial statements for

financial reporting purposes with Neas being "adamant" this should be done —although it never

was, ( 224)

Deloitte does not and cannot dispute that it questioned DVI's accounting practices for

many years prior to resigning as Dvi's auditor in May 2003. (Deloitte Mem. at 2, 10) Moreover,

at Neas' direction, Deloitte issued unqualified audit opinions for FY 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002

(II 249), disregarding the evidential matter it did obtain and ignoring numerous significant warning

signs of the fraud. (11 271) Plaintiffs identi& many fraud rislc factors and red flags that were

present at DVI but ignored by Deloitte, including:

• A high-flying company in a slow and steady industry;

• Huge increases in loan balances without a corresponding increase in the
capital base coupled with continued low loan losses;

• Employing a strategy to avoid the 'pitfalls' of SFAS #114;

• Re-writing loan documents making minor non-substantive changes to avoid
recording loan losses;

• A loan to a CEO's friend in an unrelated industry that remains unpaid;

• DVI's reluctance to implement Deloitte's suggestions including those
relating to reportable conditions;

• Entities established and controlled by DVI for the sole purpose of rescuing
delinquent should have been consolidated with DVI for reporting purposes;

• DVI continued to record finance income on delinquent loans;

• Investments acquired in swaps for delinquent loans were materially
overvalued;
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• New companies were formed arid ffinded by DVI to acquire delinquent
borrowers;

• Arbitrary allocation of securitized loans to sales in order to record revenue

up-front;

• Assets repossessed as a result of foreclosing on unpaid loans were worth far
less than their recorded values;

• Unilateral substitution of seeuritized loans; and

• Swapping delinquent loans for worthless repossessed assets and equity
investments.

(1fl259, 271, 274)' Deloitte's and Neas' "egregious refusal to see the obvious or to investigate

the doubtful," raises a strong inference of scienter. See, e.g., Novak, 216 F.3d at 308 (scienter is

properly alleged where plaintiffs allege that defendants "ignored obvious signs of fraud");'5

Complete Mgmt., 153 F. Supp2d at 334 (same); Oxford Health, 51 F. Supp. 2d at 295 (same);

Axe! Johnson, Inc v, Arthur Andersen & 762 F. Supp. 599, 601 (S,D.N.Y. 1991) (same).

Deloitte grossly mischaracterizes the Complaint in arguing that the "red flags" of deficient

internal controls alleged by Plaintiffs are too weak to support a stiong inference of scienter,

(Deloitte Mem. at 8) Deloitte had unfettered access to DVI's books and records and was

" Deloitte and Neas mistakenly claim that "Plaintiffs do not plead Deloitte willfully disregarded
facts indicating that DVI's financial statement information was false or that it failed to act upon any such
facts," (Deloitte Mem. at 7-8) In the Complaint, however, Plaintiffs clearly state that "Neas and his
audit team affirmatively ignored the evidential matter it did obtain," that Deloitte "[chose] to ignore"
specifically-identified "red flags;" and that "Deloitte knew or recklessly disregarded that DVI's financial
statements were full of fraudulent transactions designed to mislead creditors and investors" (j 271, 273)

' The standards applicable to securities laws claims in the Third Circuit are "approximately
equal in stringency to [those] of the Second Circuit" and it is proper, therefore, to draw on the law of
both circuits in detennining the sufficiency of the Plaintiffs' claims. Nappier V. PriceWaterhouse
Coopers LLP, 227 F. Supp.2d 263, 275 n..5 (D.NJ. 2002) (quoting Advanta, 180 F.3d at 534) (other
citations omitted).
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specifically on notice, or consciously and recklessly disregarded numerous instances in which

DVI's internal controls were insufficient or overridden by DVI's officers and executives.

Moreover, Deloitte was aware or deliberately ignored that Garfinkel and others were papering

DVI's files — after the fact — to create phony loan forbearance documents, (11 77, 251)

In May 2003, Deloitte declined to rubber-stamp DVI's improper accounting for the Corpus

Christi facility transactions and ultimately resigned as DVI's auditor. Deloitte contends that these

allegations negate any liability for its participation in the fraud at DVI. (Deloitte Merit at 10)

However, prior to 2003, Deloitte had repeatedly approved the improper accounting for a series of

transactions through which DVI transferred troubled loans and falling facilities to PresGar,

Dolphin and OnCure. Beginning in 1999, when DVI transferred the falling Corpus Christi

radiology facility to OnCure, and subsequently to Dolphin in September 2002, Deloitte approved

the accounting for the transfers, which had no legitimate business purpose. (iN 182-86)

Similarly, Deloitte approved the accounting for Dvi's transfer to PresGar of delinquent loans

which had been outstanding to Health Integrated Services ("1-115"), a company from which

Deloitte had resigned in 2002 after issuing a going-concern opinion. (93) DVI was improperly

booking recycled loans to PresGar and the other special-relationship companies as "new" to mask

loan losses and continue to report income from the delinquent loans. By May 2003, the

magnitude of the improper transactions over the past four years became too great to be ignored,

and Deloitte was forced to admit that it had improperly approved accounting manipulations that

had overstated DVI's assets, income and shareholders' equity by millions of dollars. This

admission does not, however, get Deloitte off the hook fbr keeping quiet in prior years. If

anything, its admission in 2003 supports a finding of scienter, since it demonstrates that Deloitte
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either knew about, or could have discovered, the improper accounting during earlier periods. See

generally Sirota i', Soil/ron Devices, mc, 673 F2d 566, 573 (2d Cir. 1982) (a subsequent

admission that a previous statement was false, coupled with a defendant's continuous intimate

knowledge of the company's affairs, supports an inference of scienter). In light of the extensive

knowledge Deloitte and Neas had, any failure on their part to detect the fraud at DVI was, at a

minimum, reckless, "While a mere failure to investigate does not ordinarily rise above the level

of negligence, factual allegations that tend to establish knowledge of the allegedly fraudulent acts

may establish recklessness" IKON, 66 F. Supp. 2d at 629 ("liability premised on recldessness is

proper because it 'promotes the policy objectives of discouraging deliberate ignorance and

preventing defendants from escaping liability solely because of the difficulty of proving conscious

intent to commit fraud.") (quoting Advanta, 180 F.3d at 535).

In GMI'JY Capital v Deioitte & Touche, 821 F. Supp. 152, 166 (S.D.N.Y. 1993), the court

instructed that:

[M]ost cases involve accountants who have some professional basis
for their conduct. But that underscores the problem: negligence
shades into recklessness to the extent that an accountant's conduct
loses its basis in acceptable professional behavior. True, the defect
in conduct can be fact-specific, as D&T would have it; that is, an
accountant can act recklessly by disregarding a 'red flag' in a given
factual setting. But the defect in personal behavior can also be
objective; that is, an accountant can act recklessly by departing so
far from ordinary care that the accountant's very disregard creates a
heightened and particularized danger that misrepresentations will go
unchecked.

See also Novak, 216 F,3d at 308 (pleading of "facts demonstrating that defendants failed to review

or check information that they had a duty to monitor, or ignored obvious signs of fraud," support

inference of scienter); Complete Mgint, 153 F. Supp.2d at 334 (allegations that auditor failed to
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detect problems with company's receivables or intentionally failed to provide a reserve for bad

debts raised "strong inference of willful blindness" on the part of auditor).

The inference of scienter is even stronger when one considers the magnitude of the fraud —

overstating earnings by at least $120 million — and the fact that numerous violations of GAAP and

GAAS have been alleged.! (fl 209-237, 249-279) Egregious violations of GAAP — including

violations that result in large overstatements of earnings, violations of "simple" accounting rules,

and violations that "occur[] consistently over the entire Class Period" --compel a "strong

inference that conscious fraud or recklessness is the explanation for the auditor's role in the

violations." MicroStrategy, 115 F.. Supp. 2d at 652, See also Health Mgmt., 970 F. Supp. at 203

(allegations of "the violation of accounting principles combined with ignorance of numerous

red flags are adequate to suggest that [the auditing firm] turned a blind eye to [the Company's]

fraudulent activities."); Ikon, 66 F. Supp. 2d at 629 (numerous, specific violations of GAAP

andlor GAAS, when coupled with other red flags, may suffice to plead scienter); Jacobs v..

Coopers & Lybrand, LL.P, No. 97 Civ.. 3374 (RPP), 1999 WL 101772, *15 (S,D.N.Y. Mar, 1,

1999) (disregard of numerous GAAP requirements is basis to find an audit is so recldess that

auditor should have had knowledge of the fraud).

In sum, Plaintiffs' Complaint is replete with allegations that create a strong inference of

Deloitte's and Neas' scienter. Significantly, in assessing the Complaint's factual allegations, "a

court should not consider each relevant factual allegation solely in isolation —though some

allegations by themselves may suffice to raise a strong inference of the requisite state of mind —

but rather, as part of the overall factual picture painted by the complaint." MicroStrategy, 115 F.

Supp.2d at 631. See also Paraschos, 2000 WL 325945, at *10 ("the aggregate of allegations
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against die outside auditors raises strong inferences of their scienter. They were in positions to

know [the Company]'s true financial situation; and yet proceeded to make misrepresentations of

material facts concerning those finances.") While Plaintiffs' scienter allegations are so strong

that any one of them, standing alone, suffices, when taken together —as they must be — the

evidence of Deloitte' and Neas' scienter is overwhelming

5. Special Relationship Borrowers

OnCure, Goffman, Presgar and Dolphin were all primary participants with DVI in a

scheme to defraud and each committed numerous fraudulent or manipulative acts in flutherance

of the scheme. In essence, they functioned as "rescue vehicles' for seriously delinquent and often

under-secured borrowers of DVI" (IJ 284), permitting DVI to eliminate delinquent loans from its

books and transfer control over the operating facilities to friendly entities. See ¶ 51 (OnCure), 93

(Presgar) and 94 (Dolphin). The degree to which these entities cooperated with DVI in this

fraudulent scheme is indicated by O'Hanlon's proposal at a July 31, 2002 board meeting that

OnCure, Presgar and Dolphin, each nominally independent operating companies, be rolled into

DVI. ( 92) Goffman is die CEO of OnCure. ( 51)

Plaintiffs have alleged specific acts'6 for each defendant entity showing that, rather than

serving as legitimate facility operators with expertise in turning around troubled facilities, they

served as vehicles upon which DVI could unload troubled loans and the related facilities.

16 OnCure, Presgar and Dolphin cannot challenge Plaintiffs' Complaint simply because
Plaintiffs have spared the court a lengthy recitation of the numerous facilities taken over and placed with
these defendants.. Plaintiffa have adequately alleged that Defendants' conduct constituted a scheme by
identifying the duration of the relevant conduct. OnCure, Presgar and Dolphin had been taking over
facilities to farther the scheme since 1998, 1999, and 2001, respectively. See ¶95 (OnCure), 93
(Presgar) and 94 (Dolphin). See In re Enmn Coip. 8cc,, Derivatives & EJIJSA Litig. 235 F. Supp. 2d 549,

695 (S.D. Tex, 2002) (once plaintiff adequately alleges that a party took an affirmative step with scienter,
any alleged subsequent activity by that party necessarilybecomes suspect.)
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Moreover, Plaintiffs have alleged that DVI's transfer of facilities to these special relationship

borrowers simply delayed the inevitable, with most of the facilities retinning to delinquent status

under the management of the "new owners." (fi 91, 283-284) Plaintiffs' Complaint documents

that OnCure and later Dolphin were instrumental in helping DVI avoid recognizing a multi-

million dollar loss on a facility in Corpus Christi, Texas that DVI had originally funded and which

was in default at the time it was transferred to OnCure's control in 1999. DVI and OnCure

"ginned up" a purchase price of $5 million dollars in order to help DVI erase the delinquent debts

from its books. As Goffinan wrote to Miller and Turek in December 2000:'

Since we took over this center in March 1999 we have lost over
$600,000. Although that center could have been built for $2.2
million, we paid $5 million..., It was a favor for a favor. I have
been criticized for not closing or selling this center. However,
either of those two actions would cause a significant write off of the
DVI preferred B stock of $2.5 million .,.. Instead, we continue to
look fbr a long-term solution, because that is what friends do.. They
support each other and I believe that is the basis of our relationship.

(19)

In 2002, with OnCure seriously delinquent on the debt it had assumed to "purchase" the

facility, OnCure sold the facility to Dolphin in a complex stock and debt transaction that allowed

DVI to re-write all the loans on the facility, allowed OnCure to claim a profit on its investment,

and passed the risk of a severely under-secured and over-leveraged facility on to Dolphin. (ffl94-

95, 280-84) Dolphin entered this transaction for one simple reason: it existed merely as a vehicle

to assume ownership of failed facilities repossessed by DVI, and to permit DVI to erase

delinquent debt from its books by writing new loans to Dolphin. In fact, other than borrowing

Plaintiffs' Complaint contains a typographical error stating the letter was written in
December 2003. The correct date can be verified independently as the document is referenced as a
December 2000 memorandum. See Examiner's Report at 99.
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from DVI, Dolphin had no other finding source. (94) That Dolphin really had no independence

is evidenced by the fact that Neas, the audit partner for Deloitte, bad recommended for each year

Dolphin was in existence that it should have been consolidated with DVI for financial reporting

purposes.'5

The same analysis applies to Plaintiffs' allegations concerning Presgar. Presgar took over,

among others, the HIS facility after it had filed for bankruptcy in 2002, owing DVI more than

$19.6 million but with grossly insufficient collateral to secure the debt, Nevertheless, Presgar was

granted a new loan of $22.7 million to purchase the facility and used a substantial portion of the

loan to extinguish HIS' debt to DVI , letting DVI avoid having to claim a loss on the HIS

transaction. In another instance, Presgar assumed $1.9 million in debt to DVI to help DVI transfer

another defaulted facility to another operator. In both of these transactions and others, Presgar

acted to further DVI's ability to report strong operating results while avoiding recognition of loan

losses and undercollateralized loans. (Ii 93)

The Examiner found after interviewing various DVI personnel that "O'Hanlon and Miller

personally controlled and took responsibility for these accounts, bypassing the review and control

of DVI's Credit and other departments." Examiner's Report at 67; see also ¶91. Based on the

Dolphin requests the Court to take judicial notice of its Response to the Examiner's Report.
See Exhibit 2 to Cohn Mem. Dolphin's proffered Response and the exhibits thereto are self-serving
documents that have not been subject to discovery in this case. Moreover, the documents are not within
the categories of documents appropriate for judicial notice that were enumerated by the Third Circuit in
In VeNAHC, Inc. Sec. Litig., 306 F.3d 1314, 1331 (3d Cir. 2002) (Judicial notice is appropriate for
documents relied upon in the complaint, documents filed with the SEC, and stock price data compiled by
national services).. In addition, the documents are not generally known or capable of accurate
determination by "resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned." Id.. To the
contrary, they are one-sided recitations of a defendant's position as to matters which have not yet been
tested through discovery. Therefore, the Court should not take judicial notice of Dolphin's Response to
the Examiner's Report.
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facts concerning the transactions discussed above, it is obvious that the reason DVI removed these

borrowers from the normal credit approval process was because no financing company would loan

more money on a secured debt than the underlying collateral could support. For OnCure, Presgar

and Dolphin, this basic rule of lending was ignored because the transactions were done purely to

engineer DVI's publicly-reported financial condition. See ¶ 284.

In sum, Plaintiffs have alleged sufficient facts to raise a strong inference that Oncure,

Goffinan, Presgar, and Dolphin knew that their transactions with DVI were being undertaken for

the primary purpose of enabling DVI to fraudulently inflate its financial results. Such allegations

are sufficient to plead these defendants' scienter,

B. Plaintiffs Have Alleged Conduct By Each Defendant That Violates
Rule lOb-5

Defendants Cady, Colasanti, Fear, Miller, Turek, Dolphin, Oncure, and Goffman, contend

that Plaintiffs' Rule 1 Ob-5 claims against them must be dismissed because they are not adequately

alleged to have made false statements. Deloitte similarly aaserts that Plaintiffs have improperly

attempted to assert an aiding and abetting claim against them. These arguments ignore the

allegations of the Complaint and the fact that Rule lOb-S liability can be premised on conduct

other than the making of statements, As discussed below, Defendants Cady, Colasanti, Fear,

Miller, Turek, and Deloitte may each be held responsible for false and misleading statements in

violation of Rule I Ob-5(b), and in addition, those Defendants as well as Dolphin, Oncure, and

Goffman may be held liable for engaging in other fraudulent and deceptive conduct in violation of

Rule lOb-5(a) and/or(c),
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1. Plaintiffs have properly pled a securities fraud claim under
Rule lOb-5(b).

Claims pursuant to Rule 1 Ob-5 may, and often are, based on a false or misleading

statement. See 17 C.F.R. § 240JOb-5 ("It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly,

by the use of any means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or of the mails or of any

facility of any national securities exchange ... (b) to make any untrue statement of material fact or

to omit to state a material fact necessary in order to malce the statements made, in the light of the

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading").

The elements of a Rule 1 0b-5(b) claim based on a misrepresentation or omission are: (1) a

misstatement or omission of material fact (2) made with scienter (3) in connection with purchase

or sale of security (4) upon which Plaintiffs reasonably relied and (5) Plaintiffs' reliance was a

proximate cause of their injury, In i-c Aipliarma Inc. Sec Litig., 372 F.3d 137 (3d Cir. 2004). As

set forth above, Plaintiffs have adequately alleged that there were misstatements or omissions of

material fact in the financial statements and other public filings issued by DVI, and that each of

the Defendants acted with scienter.

Defendants Colm, Cady, Colasanti, Fear, Miller, Turek, and Roberts seek to avoid liability

by claiming that Plaintiffs have not alleged that they made any of the misstatements or

omissions.'9 These Defendants are subject to liability under Rule lOb-5(b), because Plaintiffs have

' Defendants Cady and Colasanti also attempt to hide behind the PSLRA's safe harbor
provision, wInch applies "only to a forward-looking statement" that is identified as such and "is
accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements." 15 U.S.C. §78u-5(a) and (c)(l.)(A)ffl. The safe
harbor has no application to Defendants' false and misleading statements, most of which (including the
aspects of DVI's financial statements that are false and misleading due to violations of GAAP), are
historical as opposed to fbrward-looking. See In i-c MobileMedia Sec. Litig., 28 F. Supp. 2d 901, 929-30
(D.N..J. 1998) (safe harbor does not apply to omissions of existing fact). Indeed, the PSLRA specifically
excludes financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP from the safe harbor.. See 15 U.S.C. §

77z-2(b)(2)(A). Moreover, to the extent that some of the Defendants' statements were expressed as
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alleged that they influenced and controlled "the content and dissemination of the various

statements [public filings and other public statements] which Plaintiffs contend are false and

misleading." (J 301) Moreover, Fear was was Vice President of Credit for DVI I 34), Colasanti

was in charge of loan work outs fl3:3), Cady was Senior Vice President of DVI, in charge of

overseeing the operations (1 32), Turek was Chief Credit Officer and Executive Vice President for

DVI (1130) and Miller, O'Hanlon's tight-hand mail, was an Executive Vice President for DVI (j

29) By virtue of their positions, each of these individuals were involved in the day-to-day

business of DVI's lending and credit departments, the departments which created the underlying

fraudulent documentation that was eventually incorporated into DVI's financial statements and

then disseminated to the public. These allegations, which must be accepted as true for purposes of

the motions to dismiss, sufficiently allege these defendants' responsibility for the making of the

false and misleading statements. See In re Scholastic Coip.. Sec. Litig., 252 F.3d 63, 76 (2d Cir,

2001) (statements were attributable to defendant for purposes of motion to dismiss Section 10(b)

claim, where defendant was vice president for finance and investor relations who was alleged to

be in a position both to access confidential information and to control the extent to which it was

released to the public, and who was involved in the drafting, reviewing, andlor dissemination of

such statements); Parasclios, 2000 WL 325945, at **2, 10 (denying insiders' motion to dismiss

expectations or beliefs, such statements are actionable if they were not actually believed by the
Defendant or he was aware of undisclosed facts tending seriously to undermine the statements' accuracy..
See hire Viropharina, Inc.. Sec Litig., 2003 WL 1824914 (ED. Pa. Apr. 7,200.3); In re MobileMedia,
1998 WL 846619, at *25 (statement of opinion is actionable where plaintiffs allege it is misleading due
to the omission of facts known to the speaker at the time the statement was made), In this case, Cady and
Colasanti are denied safe harbor protection because, as extensively detailed in the Complaint, they
possessed actual knowledge that their statements regarding DVI's financial condition were false and
misleading at the time they were made. hire WorldAccess, hic. Sec. Litig., 119 F. Supp.2d 1548
(N,D.Ga.2000) ("N]either the safe harbor provision nor the bespeaks caution doctrine are applicable
when defendants are aware ... of the facts that render their statements untrue when made").
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Section 10(b) claim when plaintiffs alleged that insiders had the power to, and did, influence and

control the decision-making of the company, including the content and dissemination of various

public statements that plaintiffs contended were false and misleading).

Moreover, defendants Cohn and Roberts signed each of Dvi's Form 10-K. filings for fiscal

years 1999 through 2002. As signatories on those filings, they are clearly responsible for malcing

the statements therein. See Howard, 228 F.3d at 1062-63 (one who signs false statements is

considered to have made those statements for Section 10(b) purposes); in re Valujet hic.. Sec

Litig., 984 F. Supp. 1472, 1478 (N.D, Ga, 1997) (allegation that each individual defendant signed

Form 10-K provides basis for asserting Rule 1 Ob-5 liability); Schaffer v. Evolving. Sys.., Inc.,29 F.

Supp. 2d 1213, 1225 (D. Cob. 1998) (denying motion to dismiss by director defendants -

including outside directors - who signed prospectus containing misstatements).

Furthermore, each of these Individual Defendants may be held primarily liable under Rule

1 Ob-5(b) based on the group pleading doctrine. Under that doctrine, "plaintiffs may rely on a

presumption that statements in 'prospectuses, registration statements, annual reports, press

releases, or other "group-published information," are the collective work of those individuals

with direct involvement in the everyday business of the company," such as corporate executive

officers. In re Stratosphere, 1 F. Supp. 2d at 1108 (quoting hire Silicon Graphics, 970 F. Supp.

at 759); see also Schwartz, 124 F.3d at1254 (10th Cir. 1997); hire Rent- Wy Sec. Litig., 209 F.

Supp. 2d at 517; Quantum Overseas, NV v. Touche Ross & Co., 663 F. Supp. 658, 667-68

(SDN.Y, 1987). Contrary to Defendants' arguments, although there is a split among the District

Courts within the Third Circuit as to the group pleading doctrine, the better reasoned decisions

have held that the group pleading doctrine remains viable following the enactment of the PSLRA,
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especially under circumstances similar to the present. See, e.g., In re U S. Interactive, 2002 WL

1971252, at *4 (E.D. Pa, Aug. 23, 2002); In re Aetna Inc. Sec. Litig , 34 F. Supp..2d 935, 949 &

n.7 (RD. Pa. 1999); In re Rent-Way Sec. Litig., 209 F. Supp. 2d 517-518 (W.D. Pa. 2002);

'0
Tracinda Coip. v. DannlerChiysler AG, 197 F. Supp. 2d 42, 85 (D. Del. 2002).-

Plaintiffs allege that each of the Individual Defendants had direct involvement in the day-

to-day business of DVI ( .302) These allegations are sufficient to state a claim against the

Individual Defendants under Rule 1 Ob-5(b) based on the group pleading doctrine, even absent

Plaintiffs' allegations of their role in the making of the false statements. See, e.g., In re Complete

Ivlgmt., 2001 WL 314631, at *9 ("[T]aking into account defendants' operational and financial

leadership roles at CMI, we find that plaintiffs may establish through group pleading the inference

that defendants were aware of the alleged fraud."); Oxford Health, 187 F,R.D. at 142 (defendants

were officers or directors who drafted, reviewed, or disseminated misleading statements); In ie

Stratosphere, I F. Supp.. 2d at 1108 (defendants had high-level positions, were directly involved

in management and day-to-day operations, were privy to con.fidential information, and were

involved in drafting, reviewing or disseminating false statements); In re Am. Bank Note, 93 F.

Supp. 2d at 443 (defendants were officers who participated in preparation and publication of

financial reports); hire Sahlen, 773 F. Supp...342, 363 (S.D.. Fla, 1991) (group pleading doctrine

20 See also hi FR Complete Mgint., hic,. Sec. Litig., 2001 WL 314631, at *10 (S.D,N.Y. Mar. 30,
2001); hire Theragenics Corp.. Sec. Litig., 105 F. Supp. 2d 1342, 1357-58 (N.D.Ga. 2000); In re Baan,
103 F. Supp. 2d at 16-17; hi re Sinartalk Teleservices, hic. Sec. Litig, 124 F. Supp. 2d 527, 545 (S.D.
Ohio 2000); Stanley v.. Safeskin Coip., No. 99-454-STIVThSP, 2000 WL 33115908, at *4 (S.D. Cal. Sept.
15, 2000); hi re OAjbrd Health Plans, 187 F,R..D. 133, 142 (S .D.N.Y. 1999); Zuckennan v.. Foxmeyer
Health Corp., 4 F.. Supp. 2d 618, 622 (N.D. Tex,. 1998); hire BankAm, Corp. Sec. Litig., 7SF.. Supp.. 2d
976, 988 (ED. Mo. 1999); hire Strataipliere, I F. Supp. 2d at 1108; Schaffer, 29 F. Supp. 2d at 1225;
hire Valujet, Inc. Sec. Litig., 984 F. Supp. at 1478; hire Health Mgziit.., 970 F. Supp.. at 208; hire Silicon
Graphics, hic. Sec. Litig., 970 F. Supp. 746, 759 (N.D. Cal, 1997); hire Oak Tech. Sec. Litig., No. 96-
205525W, 1997 WL 448168, at *10 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 1, 1997); Powers v. Eichen, 977 F. S.D. Cal. 1997)..
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applies to outside directors where plaintiffs allege they directly or indirectly controlled the

contents of various public statements, and that they "perhaps rendered assistance in drafting,

reviewing and approving" the misrepresentations).

As for Deloitte, its issuance of materially false and misleading audit opinions, which

falsely stated that its audits complied with GAAS and that the Company's financial statements

were presented in accordance with GAAP, plainly subjects it to liability under Rule lOb-5(b), (

249, 277) In addition, Deloitte and Neas can be held liable for false statements in Dvi's financial

statements themselves, as well as in its earnings releases. A defendant may be held liable for

fraudulent statements under Section 10(b) where a plaintiff alleges sufficient facts that

demonstrate that a defendant was personally responsible for making those statements, even if he

or she is not identified as the speaker. In re Scholastic oip., 252 F.3d at75-76 (individual

defendant liable under Section 10(b) where he was intimately involved in publishing the false

statement, but did not personally utter the fraudulent words).

In Scholastic Corp, the court held that an individual defendant could be liable for

fraudulent statements under Section 10(b) based on allegations that "[h]e was involved in the

drafting, producing, reviewing and/or disseminating of the false and misleading statements issued

by Scholastic during the class period[,] . . * had access to internal corporate documents and reports

relating to trade sales and return data, conversed with other officers and employees and attended

management and committee meetings, [and] helped prepare the Director's Books analyzing data

and commenting on sales trends" 252 F.3d at 76.

Similarly, in Enroti, the court found that the the auditor's extensive involvement in the

preparation and publication of the company's improper statements was sufficient to expose it to
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direct liability based on the fraudulent nature of the company's financial disclosures, Enro,i, 235

F. Supp. 2d at 583. Deloitte's involvement with D'VI's financial disclosures was at least as

extensive as the defendant's involvement in Scholastic Corp. and the auditor's involvement in

Enron. As the Enron court concluded in upholding similar allegations against the auditor and

other defendants as to whom no statements had been attributed, this type of conduct amounts to

the maldng or "creation" of misrepresentations under Rule 10b-5, and defendants should not be

permitted to "escape liability [by] conceal [ing] their identities" from the public when malcing

those misrepresentations. Enron, 235 F. Supp. 2d at 587.

In an attempt to avoid liability for its participation in defendants' fraudulent scheme,

Deloitte argues that although it prepared, reviewed, and made false statements on which

Plaintiffs' claims are based, it cannot be liable under C'entral Bank of Denver, NA. v, First

Interstate Bank of Denver,2' for "enabling" DYI's fraud. (Deloitte Mem. at 15).! Deloitte is

wrong. The Third Circuit has recognized that liability under Section 10(b) "may extend to

secondary actors in the securities markets, as for example where an outside accounting firm

prepares a fraudulent audit report that it knows will reach and likely influence the investing

public" See hire IKON Solutions, I,ic, 277 F.3d 658, 666 (3d Cir. 2002) (citing Central Bank,

511 U.S. at 1919). A contrary rule as proposed by Deloitte would allow primary violators to hide

behind a company's reports, a result the Enron court (and the SEC appearing by anicus brief

before the Enron court) found "unfortunate" and "unwarranted":

Creators of misrepresentations could escape liability as long as they
concealed their identities. Not only outside lawyers would benefit
from such a rule; others who are retained to prepare infbrmation for
dissemination to investors, including accountants and public

2! 511 U.S. 164 (1994).
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relations firms, could immunize themselves by remaining
anonymous. Indeed, in-house counsel and other corporate officials
and employees could avoid liability for misrepresentations they
created, as long as their identities were not made known to the
public. In sum, by providing a safe harbor for anonymous creators
of misrepresentations, a rule that imposes liability only when a
person is identified with a misrepresentation would place a
premium on concealment and subterfrge rather than on compliance
with the federal securities laws.

Enron, 235 F. Supp 2d at 587. See also Gai-ley Capital Group, 27 F. Supp. at 1334 (accountant

can be primarily liable "when it, acting alone or with others, creates a misrepresentation even if

the misrepresentation is not publicly attributed to it").

2. Defendants' false and misleading statements amount to securities
fraud, not mere mismanagement.

Defendant O'Hanlon relies upon the principle enunciated in Santa Fe Industries, Inc.. v.

Green, 430 U.S. 462 (1977) to argue that Plaintiffs' Section 10(b) claims essentially are grounded

on corporate mismanagement are therefore are not cognizable under federal law. (O'Hanlon

Ment at 1, 9). O'Hanlon brazenly argues that Plaintiffs' allegations are based on a "series of

ultimately flawed business decisions made by Dvi" while O'Hanlon happened to be the CEO,

President and a Board member!, Id at 1 (emphasis added). Following Santa Fe, courts have

largely rejected the efforts of corporate defendants to recharacterize their wrongdoing as

"mismanagement." See, e.g., Novak v,. Kasalcs ('Novak 11), 216 F.3d 300, 312 (2d Cir. 2000)

(deliberate materially false statements concerning inventory estimates actionable under securities

laws); Sonnenberg v,. Prospect Park Fin. Corp., 1991 WL 329755 (D.N,.J. Aug. 20, 1991)

(denying insiders' motions to dismiss federal securities law claims because defendants'
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non-disclosure of the true number and amount of non-performing loans and inflated figures

overstating the value of the bank was beyond mere mismanagement)22

In Novak II, the defendants made a series of misleading statements to the public about the

company's performance and business practices concerning retail inventory. Novak II, 216 F,2d at

31 1-12. The district court held that the complaint alleged nothing more than disagreement with

management's business judgment regarding inventory valuation and timing of markdowns, and

consequently, failed to state a claim under the federal securities laws. See Novak v. Kasaks

(Novak I), 26 F. Supp. 2d 658, 661 (S.D.N.Y. 1998). On appeal, the Second Circuit determined

that the district court erred as a matter of law in dismissing the complaint, holding that conscious

misstatements in a company's public filings are actionable under the securities laws. Novak II,

216 F.2d at 312,23

Likewise, here, O'Hanlon and his co-defendants are charged with knowingly and

recklessly issuing false and misleading statements in public filings. O'Hanlon's own fraudulent

statements include:

22 See also .4 hey 1'. Mirainon, 614 F2d 1372, 1380 (50 Cir. 1980) (Santa Fe is not controlling
when plaintiff's cause of action is based expressly based on misrepresentations and non-disclosures);
Goldberg v. Meridor, 567 F.2d 209, 2 17-18 (2d Cir. 1977) ("We do not read Green as ruling that no
action lies under Rule lob-S when a controlling corporation causes a partly owned subsidiary to sell its
securities to the parent in a fraudulent transaction and fails to make a disclosure or, as can be alleged
here, makes a misleading disclosure."); Kafenbawn v. GTEC'H Holdings Corp., 217 F. Supp. 2d 238, 246
(D. RI 2002) (complaint alleging failure to disclose specific information and material
misrepresentations in statements issued to the public alleges actionable conduct and not simple
mismanagement); Hurley v. FDIC, 719 F. Supp. 27,30 (D.. Mass. 1989) ("The prohibition on individual
shareholders bringing a I Ob-5 claim based on corporate mismanagement is inapplicable where.,, there
are allegations of material misrepresentations and omissions.") (distinguishing Sante Fe, 430 U.S. at
474),

23 See also lure Complete Mg;i;t., 153 F. Supp. 2d at 326 (management's misstatement or
omission of information in public statements regarding collectibility of largest client's receivables was
actionable); Steiner v Unitrode Corp., 834 F. Supp. 40,45 (D. Mass. 1993) (refusing to dismiss
complaint wherein facts alleged "give[ ] rise to an inference that defendants were more than mere bad
managers, and knowingly misled the public").
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DVI delivered another strDng financial performance in fiscal 1999,
extending its string of increases in net income and earnings per share. Our
business origination and commitments for the year grew by $213 million,
or 30%, with exceptional strength in the domestic equipment area where
new equipment financing increased 52%. During this fiscal year, the
company widened further its financial margins, maintained itscredit
quality, expanded its available funding capacity and added important new
institutional relationships. (IJ 105)

DVI is pleased to report the tenth consecutive quarter of improved earnings
with Net Finance Income up 31% over the prior year's first quarter. DVI
established a fiscal year 2000 goal of $1.2 billion in new business, with
$236 million originated this quarter. While new business in our first quarter
is normally slow, the core equipment business was very good, increasing by
22%, compared to last year's first quarter excluding portfolio acquisitions.
DVI is off to a great start toward its fiscal year 2000 new business and

earnings targets.

The record earnings performance for this quarter [ended March 31, 2000]
continues a trend started with the March 1997 quarter and reflects an
average compounded growth of 29% in earnings per share, Duringthe

same three-year period, managed net financed assets grew at an average
compounded rate of 28%, increasing from $857 million to $1.9 billion., (IJ

118)

The core business is showing renewed strength with $255.8 million of new
loan origination and credit commitments generated this quarter, which is a
39% increase over our first quarter and a 21% increase over the same
quarter last fiscal year. We are particularly encouraged by the new business
generated by DVI Business Credit, . , (J 133)

Our strong performance this quarter [ended September 30, 2001], bolstered
by improving healthcare fundamentals, is accelerating our momentum. By
every measure, our strong first quarter performance puts us on track for a

record year. ( 143)

We had our best quarter ever in receivables with our recent quarter ending
December31" [2001]. In a typical quarter we probably fund about $30
million worth of receivables. In this particular quarter, we doubled that as
far as commitments are concerned. It is a growing business. (IJ 152)

DVI is having a very good year, driven by strong business activity in a
healthcare environment that continues to expand dramatically. New loan
origination and credit commitments for the quarter [ended March 31, 2002]
of $331 million increased 22% this quarter compared to the third quarter
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last fiscal year. For the nine months to date, total originations were an
impressive $967 million, up 33% over the same period last fiscal year. fl
158)

It is clear that we have tremendous earnings power and sufficient capital
and liquidity within DVI to support our future domestic growth. fl169)

DVI is having a good year. In November 2002, we successfully completed a
$462 million asset-backed securitization, which is the largest in our history.
We are encouraged by the continued growth in earnings and returns in our
domestic equipment financing business, which are being achieved despite a
very soft U.S. economy. (1! 174)

We are making good progress in executing our previously announced
strategic initiatives designed to focus attention on our core domestic
healthcare business and address our Third Coast Capital and intemational
operations. These actions are intended to materially reduce financial
leverage, while significantly improving profitability and liquidity.. . I am
satisfied with our financial results this quarter [ended March 31, 2003] and
with the progress we are making in implementing our major strategic
initiatives. (IJ 178)

O'Hanlon personally made all of the above materially false and misleading statements regarding

DVI's business prospects and condition, ( 194) O'Hanlon and other Defendants knowingly and

purposefully engaged in a scheme to artificially inflate DVI's reported fmancial performance and

mask the Company's massive loan losses. (J 2.39) There is no basis for O'I-Ianlon's contention

that his egregious fraudulent conduct is mere "mismanagement."

The cases cited by O'Hanlon do not support a different result, In Santa Fe itself, the

merger transaction at issue did not involve "any deception, misrepresentation, or nondisclosure."

430 U.S. at 476. Rather, the heart of the plaintiffs' claims was that the majority shareholders of a

corporation offered an inadequate price in a merger allegedly to freeze out minority shareholders.

Importantly, there was no omission or ,nLsstate,nent in the notice of merger. Id.. at 474. Thus, the

Court held that the defendants' conduct did not violate Section 10(b) or Rule lob-S. Similarly,

Advanta, 180 F.3d at 537, is inapposite. In Advanta, the court rejected the plaintiffs' contention
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that tile defendants made false statements regarding an intended change in interest rates when tile

defendant credit card company later failed to implement the planned increase. The court held that

the facts pleaded by the Advaiffa plaintiffs demonstrated only that the company had "subsequently

changed its business strategy." Id at 536. Determining that the statements plaintiffs alleged to be

false suggested merely that the company had made a "series of unwise business decisions," file

court held that the plaintiffs' claim asserted nothing more than "internal corporate

mismanagement" Id. at 537. That situation is far different from the situation at DVI, where the

Defendants made materiai misrepresentations of the company's historical and existing financial

condition, and failed to disclose millions of dollars of impaired loans. These misrepresentations

and omissions give rise to liability under the federal securities laws for all of the Defendants,

including O'Hanlon,

3. Plaintiffs have pled a claim under subsections (a) and (c) of
Rule lOb-5

Although many actions under Rule lOb-5 allege claims based solely upon material

misrepresentations in public statements, claims cognizabie under the statute are not so limited.

Rule 1 Ob-5 also provides in pertinent part that:

It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use
of any means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or of the
mails or of any facility of any national securities exchange,

(a) to employ any device, scheme or artifice to defraud,

* * *

(c) to engage in any act, practice, or course of
business which operates or would operate as
a fraud or deceit upon any person, in
connection with the purchase or sale of any

security.
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17 CER. § 240. lOb-S. Thus, as the Supreme Court has recognized, defendants may be held

liable under Rule I Ob-5 when they employ fraudulent schemes or devices, or when they engage in

conduct which operates as a fraud. See Affiliated Ute Citizens of Utah v. United States, 406 U.S.

128, 152-53 (1972) (defendants violated Rule lob-S when they participated in "a 'course of

business' or a 'device, scheme or artifice' that operated as a fraud" even though they themselves

had not made any statements that were false or misleading); Securities and Exchange Comm. v.

Zandford, 535 U.S. 813, 8 18-19 (2002) (allegations that stockbroker made unauthorized sales of

clients' securities and converted ffinds to his own use states claim under Rule 1 Ob-5(a) and (c)).

See also In re Enron, 235 F. Supp. 2d at 577 (citing cases)..

In an effort to avoid liability under Rule lob-5(a) and (c), the OnCure Defendants

erroneously cite Central Bank for the proposition that a defendant "must actually make a false or

misleading statement" in order to be held liable under Section 10(b). OnCure Memo. at 8,24 That

argument misstates the holding of that case and niisunderstands the nature of claims under Rule

1 0b5(a) and (c). In Central Bank, the Supreme Comt held merely that claims for "aiding and

abetting" a violation of the securities laws are not pennissible. 511 U.S. at 170-191. Because

there were no claims brought against Central Bank alleging primary liability under Rule lOb-5, the

opinion neither addresses nor alters the nature of the conduct that will constitute a primary

24 PresGar makes a similar argument in its motion to dismiss, contending that without an
allegation of any false statement or a specific manipulative act, Plaintiffs' claim is a backdoor effort to
avoid Central Bank, PresGar Memo at 6-18. None of the other defendants challenge the sufficiency of
Plaintiffs' pleading of their participation in a "course of business" or a "device, scheme or artifice" that
operated as a fraud upon Plaintiffs and that gives rise to liability under Rule lOb-5(a) and (c).
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violation.25 Moreover, the Court expressly recognized that so-called "secondary actors" are still

subject to Rule lOb-S liability when they conmiit primary violations of the securities laws:

The absence of § 10(b) aiding and abetting liability does not mean
that secondary actors in the securities markets are always free from
liability under the securities Acts, Any person or entity, including a
lawyer, accountant, or bank, who employees a manipulative device
or makes a material misstatement (or omission) on wluch a

purchaser. . relies may be liable as a primary violator under 1 Ob-5.
In any complex securities fraud, moreover, there are likely to be

multiple violators.

Id at 191.

Following Central Bank the Supreme Court and numerous other courts have recognized

that Rule lOb-S liability need not be premised on false or misleading statements, but rather can be

based upon a defendant's commission of other fraudulent or deceptive acts. See Zandford, 535

U,S. at 820-22 (reversing dismissal of Rule 1 Ob-5 claim against a broker who converted proceeds

from sales of customers' securities to his own use, even though the broker was "able to carry out

his fraudulent scheme without malcing an affirmative misrepresentation," since allegations that he

had "engaged in a fraudulent scheme" and a "course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit"

were sufficient to state a Section 10(b) claim); SE C. i'. US. Envt'l, 155 F.3d at 111 ("a primary

violator is one who 'participated in the fraudulent scheme' or other activity proscribed by the

securities laws") (quoted in Levitt i Bear Stearn.y & Ca, 340 F.3d 94, 103 (2d Cir. 2003));

Cooper v, Pickett, 137 F.3d 616, 624 (9th Cir. 1997) ("Central Bank does not preclude liability

based on allegations that a group of defendants acted together to violate the securities laws, as

long as each defendant committed a manipulative or deceptive act in fintherance of the scheme");

25 See hire IC'N/Vfratek Sec. Litig., 1996 WL 164732, *5 (S.D.NY. Apr. 9, 1996) ("Central
Bank held only that Congress did not intend to impose 'aiding and abetting' liability when it passed
§ 10(b); it made no pronouncement as to the possible scope of primary liability under § 10(b)").
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SEC. v. First Jersey Sec. Inc., 101 F.3d 1450, 1471 (2d Cir. 1996) (Rule lOb-S liability 'maybe

imposed not only on persons who made fraudulent misrepresentations but also on those who had

knowledge of the fraud and assisted in its perpetration") (quoting Azrielli v.. Cohen Law Offices,

21 F.3d 512, 517 (2d Cir, 1994)); In ic Global Grossing, Ltd Sec Litig., 322 F. Supp. 2d 319,

336 (S.D.NY. 2004) (rejecting argument that market manipulation theory is necessary to plead

claim under Rule lOb-5(a) and (c); all that is needed is allegation of deceptive act in fUrtherance

of scheme to defraud); Mishkin v, Age1of/ 1998 WL 651065, *18 (S.D.N,Y. Sept. 23, 1998)

(plaintiff "need not allege that [defendant] made a material misstatement; it is enough if the

Complaint alleges that [defendant] participated in a fraudulent scheme or committed a fraudulent

act"); In re USC. Classic Sec. DUg., 1995 WL 363841, *5 (S.D.N.Y. June 19, 1995)(denying

motion to dismiss Rule lob-S claims against underwriters and others in connection with alleged

misrepresentations and omissions in registration statement and prospectus, stating that "Central

Bank does not limit the liability of those who participate in a scheme to defraud,"); In re ZZZZ

Best Sec.. Litig., 864 F. Supp. 960, 972 (C.D. Cal. 1994) ("liability under Section 10(b)/Rule lob-S

is not limited to the making of materially false and misleading statements or omissions." and

evidence that a secondary actor "was involved in the creation of allegedly misleading statements

released to the public by [the issuer]," that it "could not have properly verified the figures in the

public statements," and that it "knew about the fraudulent scheme, or acted with reckless

disregard in furthering the fraudulent scheme by approving or altering financial statements" raised

factual questions that precluded summary judgment on Rule lob-S claim).26

26 Shapiro v, Cantor, 123 F.3d 717 (2d Cir. 1997), and the other cases cited by the OnCure
Defendants and PresGar that apply a "bright line" test to Rule I Ob-5 claims after Central Bank, are
inapplicable to this aspect of Plaintiffs' 10(b) claim because they are premised on a "false statement or
omission" theory of liability..
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To state a claim under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c), Plaintiffs must allege: (1) that each

defendant conm2itted a manipulative or deceptive act; (2) in furtherance of the alleged scheme to

defraud; (3) with scienter; and (4) reliance by Plaintiffs, Global Crossing, 312 F. Supp. 2d at

336.27 Moreover, such allegations are not subject to the PSLRA's requirement of pleading with

particularity. Ic! at 329 & n.7 (citing Initial Public Offering, 241 F. Supp.2d at 385 n. 100).

Rather, it is sufficient to allege "what manipulative acts were performed, which defendants

performed them, when the manipulative acts were performed, and what effect the scheme had on

the market for the securities at issue." Id. at 329 (citation omitted).

Plaintiffs have alleged that DVI and all Defendants participated in a scheme to falsi& the

Company's financial results and overstate DVI's earnings by at least $120 million. Plaintiffs have

alleged that DVI and the Defendants carried out this scheme through a variety of manipulative

acts and devices, including, but not limited to: (a) improper use of off-balance-sheet transactions

to inflate current income; (b) improper accrual of income on non-performing loans in delinquency

or forbearance; (c) improper double-counting of revenue on loans repurchased from

Securitizations; (d) deliberate understatement of reserves for loan losses; (e) intentional failure to

write down to fair market value collateral and assets seized from defaulted borrowers; (1) adoption

of policies designed specifically to avoid having to analyze loans or leases for impairment; (g)

engaging in improper repurchases, substitutions and phony prepayments of loans and improperly

rewriting loans to mask impending delinquencies; (Ii) advancing loan payments to delinquent

27 PresGar and defendants Cady and Colasanti mistake Plaintiffs' fraudulent scheme claim under
Rule lob-S for a "market manipulation" claim. Because it alleges a different theory of liability, a market
manipulation claim requires the pleading of different elements than Plaintiffs' fraudulent scheme claim
here. See Global Grassing, 322 F. Supp 2d at 336. The Court may therefore ignore defendants'
argument on this issue.
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borrowers through inter-company "round trip" financing; (i) transferring to and re-writing

problem loans for a select group of borrowers who had special (albeit undisclosed) relationships

with DVI and O'Hanlon; U) pledging ineligible collateral to DVI's warehouse credit lines in order

to free up more money to lend; and (k) pledging the same collateral to more than one lender to

secure its borrowings. (11 6) In paragraphs 54-103 and 248-284 of the Complaint, and as

discussed above with respect to the Defendants' scienter, Plaintiffs allege specific fraudulent

actions taken by DVI and each of the Defendants to perpetrate the various aspects of DVI's

fraudulent scheme. Plaintiffs have further alleged that these schemes caused DVT's financial

statements and earnings to be misstated by at least $120 million, thereby causing the prices of

DVI's securities to be artificially inflated. (j 1, 12) These allegations are sufficient to state a

claim against all Defendants for violating Rule 10b-5(a) andlor (c).

IlL COUNT II ADEQUATELY ASSERTS CONTROL PERSON LIABILITY UNDER
SECTION 2O(a28

In order to state a claim under Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, 78 U.S.C. § 78t,

Plaintiffs need only plead: (1) a violation of the Exchange Act by DVI; and (2) circumstances

establishing control by the defendants over DVI.! In re Loewen Group Inc., Civ, No. 98-6740,

2004 WL 1853137, *26 (ED. Pa. Aug. 18, 2004); In re Ravisent, 2004 WL 1563024, at *15, The

heightened pleading requirements of Rule 9(b) do not apply to Section 20(a) claims; rather,

Plaintiffs need only satisf' the notice pleading standard of Rule 8. See The Witier Faintly Trust v.

Queen, 2004 WL 2203709, *22 (ED. Pa, Sept. 27, 2004) (citations omitted); hire US.

Interactive, 2002 WL 1971252, at *20.

28 All Plaintiffs except Stellar Funding Ltd. have brought this Section 20(a) claim.
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Defendants make the following arguments in support of their respective motions to

dismiss: (1) O'Hanlon and Garfinkel contend Plaintiffs have not alleged an underlying violation

by DVI; (2) Cohn, Cady, Colasanti, Miller, Roberts, Fear, Garfinicel, Turelc, and Boyle contend

Plaintiffs have not alleged their "control" over DVI; and (3) Cohn, Cady, Colasanti, Turek, and

Boyle contend that Plaintiffs have not adequately alleged their "culpable participation" in the

underlying violation. Each of these arguments is incorrect as a matter of fact and law.

A. Plaintiffs Have Allezcd A Massive Fraud Under Section 10(b) By DVI

Straining the bounds of credulity, the two senior most executives at DVI, O'Hanlon and

Garfinkel, alone argue that Plaintiff have failed to plead an underlying violation of Section 10(b)

and Rule lOb-S by DVI. From the very first paragraph of the Complaint, it is apparent that DVI

was the vehicle for a massive fraud committed on the investing public. See¶ 1 (DVI "engaged in

a scheme to falsif' the Company's financial results and overstate DVI's earnings by at least $120

million"). DVI carried out this scheme through manipulative devices and schemes and through

material misrepresentations and omissions regarding adverse facts and the financial condition of

DVI's business. (IN 6, 68-103) As a result of the actions and fraudulent scheme undertaken by

DVI and defendants herein, DVI issued financial statements and SEC filings that were materially

false and misleading?9 Because DVI can only act through its representatives, and because the

state of mind of its agents is imputed to it,3° Plaintiff' allegations that form the basis for its

claims against the Individual Defendants also form a factual basis for such claims against DVI.

29 The specifics of the Forms 10-IC and Forms 10-Q filed by DVI, as well as other false and
misleading public statements are set forth in detail at paragraphs 104-181 of the Complaint. See also

¶ 203, 298.

° See hire Swtheam Sec. Litig, 89 F. Supp. 2d 1326 (SD. Fla. 1999); Am, Gen. Ins. Co. &
Equitable Gen. Corp., 493 F. Supp. 721, 747 (ED.. Va.. 1980); Rowe v.. Marietta Corp., 955 F. Supp. 829,
833 (W.D. Tenn. 1996).
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Id.; Piper Jaffray Cos., Inc v Nat 'I Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 38 F. Supp. 2d 771, 779

(D,. Minn, 1999) ("any liability faced by a corporate entity under rule 1 Ob-5 requires a

demonstration that at least one agent of the corporation ...possessed the requisite scienter").

Under the standards set forth above for pleading a Section 10(b) claim, Plaintiffs have

clearly stated the basis for a violation of Section 10(b) by DVI. That is all that is required for

purposes of pleading a Section 20(a) claim; it is not necessarythat a Section 10(b) claim actually

be asserted against DVI. See hire Citisource, Inc Sec. Litig., 694 F. Supp. 1069, 1077 (S.D.NX.

1988) ("controlled person" need not be joined to assert control person claim); Elliot Graphics,

Inc. v. Stein, 660 F. Supp. 378, 381 (RD. Ill. 1987) (same).

B. Plaintiffs Have Sufficiently Alleged Control over DVI by The Individual
Defendants

All Individual Defendants but O'Hanlon argue that Plaintiffs have riot sufficiently alleged

that each exercised "control" over DVI to trigger liability under Section 20(a), Whether a

defendant is a control person presents a question of fact that is not properly determined on a

motion to dismiss. See In re Cendant Coip. Sec. Litig., 60 F, Supp. 2d at 379-80 (D.N.J. 1999); In

re Ravisent Technologies, Inc Sec. Litig., 2004 WL 1563024 at *15; hire Mobile Media Sec.

Litig, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 940 (DN.J. 1998).

"Control" for purposes of Section 20(a) is the potential power to influence and direct the

activities of the controlled entity. See Dau i'. Cephalon, Inc., 2000 WL 1469347, at *4 (ED. Pa.

Sept. 25, 2000). Thus, the pleading of facts that "support a reasonable inference that [defendants]

had the potential to influence and direct the activities of the primary violator" will survive a

motion to dismiss. hi i-c Loewen Group Inc , 2004 WL 1853137, at *26 (citation omitted). In

determining whether a defendant is a control person, "heavy consideration [is given] to the power
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or potential power to influence and control the activities of a person, as opposed to the actual

exercise" of that power. Rochez Bros., Inc.. v. Rhodes, 527 F.2d 880, 890-91 (3d Cir. 1975). See

also Howard, 228 F.3d at 1057; San Francisco-Oklahoma Petroleum Exploration Corp. v.

Carstan Oil Co., 765 F.2d 962, 965 (10th Cir. 1985).

For those Individual Defendants who served on the Board of Directors of DVI —Cohn,

Roberts, Goldberg, McHugh and Shapiro —several courts have held that "directors are prima facie

considered 'controlling persons," and any claim that they exercised insufficient control over the

company to wanant holding them liable as controlling persons "is a factual question that cannot

be properly resolved by a motion to dismiss." Dowling v,. Narragansett Capital Gorp., 735 F.

Supp. 1105, 1122 (D.R.I. 1990); see also Am.. Ge,i. Jns Co. v. Equitable Ge;i. Corp., 493 F, Supp.

721, 752 (ED. Va. 1980); litre Storage Tech. Corp. Sec. Litig , 630 F. Supp. 1072, 1079 (D.

Cola 1986).

Additionally, Defendants Garfmkel, Boyle, Cohn, Roberts, Goldberg, McHugh and

Shapiro each signed one or more of the Company's SEC filings containing false or misleading

statements. II 28, 31, 35-39). This fact alone is sufficient to allege their status as control

persons. See In re ValuJet, 984 F. Supp. at 1480 (denying motion to dismiss Section 20(a) claim

against outside director who signed Form 10-K. containing material misrepresentations and

omissions); Jacobs, 1999 WL 101772, at *18 (allegation that outside director signed Form 10-K.

is sufficient to plead Section 20(a) claim, since "[ut does comport with common sense to presume

that a person who signs his name to a report has some measure of control over those who write the

report."); Robbins v. Moore Med C'orp., 788 F. Supp. 179, 189 (S,D.N.Y. 1992) (same).
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Furthermore, all of the Individual Defendants except Colasanti are alleged to have been

high level officers or directors of DVI3' (fi28-32, 34-39), and Colasanti was alleged to have been

the person at DVI in charge of loan workouts (33)— an area of Dvi's business operations that

played a significant part in the fraudulent scheme ( 73), Plaintiffs have alleged that all of the

Individual Defendants had "direct involvement in the day-to-day operations of the company" and

had the power to control or influence the particular transactions giving rise to the securities

violations alleged in the Complaint. (11 302) Further, each of these defendants was responsible for

or participated in drafting, producing and disseminating the false and misleading statements

alleged herein and orchestrating the deceptive scheme to manipulate the Company's credit and

accounting practices and policies.. (1J 44) They each "had the power to influence and control and

did influence and control, directly or indirectly, the decision-making of the Company, including

the content and dissemination of the various statements which Plaintiffs contend are false and

misleading," and they "were provided with or had unlimited access to copies of the Company's

internal reports, press releases, public filings and other statements alleged by Plaintiffs to be

misleading prior to and/or shortly afler these statements were issued and had the ability to prevent

the issuance of the statements or cause the statements to be corrected," (ii301)

Taken as a whole, Plaintiffs' allegations are more than sufficient to plead control for

purposes of Section 20(a). See Wool v. Tandem Computerc Inc.., 818 F.2d 1433, 1441 (9th Cir,

1987) (where defendants are corporate officers charged with the day-to-day operations of a public

company, "it is reasonable to presume that these officers had the power to control or influence the

particular transactions giving rise to the securities violation"); SEC. v. Chester Holdings, LId., 41

Defendant Cady contends that Plaintiffs only allege that he managed DVI BC, not DVI itself:.
To the contrary, Plaintiffs allege that Cady was Senior Vice President of DVI. (j 32).,
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F. Supp. 2d 505, 526 (DJ'1J. 1999) (defendants are control persons where they had the power to

exercise control over the company as officers and director's, and were actively involved in the

Company's activities when the misleading statements were made); lure Nat'l Media Sec Litig.,

No. 93-2977, 1994 WL 397398, at *5 (RD. Pa. July 27, 1994) ("Allegations that each defendant

was an officer, a director, or both and possessed 'the potential power to influence or control,

directly or indirectly, the accounting and auditing activities of [the corporation]' suffice to state a

claim for purposes of a motion to dismiss."); See In re First Merclr , 1998 WL 781118, at *12-13

(denying motion to dismiss control person claim where plaintiff alleged that the defendant officers

and directors had the power to control the contents of the company's registration statements, were

provided with the company's statements prior to their issuance and had the opportunity to correct

them or prevent their issuance, and signed the registration statements or otherwise participated in

offering process); lure Miller Indus, Inc. Sec. Litig, 12 F. Supp. 2d 1323, 1333 (N.D. Ga. 1998)

(denying motion to dismiss Section 20(a) claims against officers and directors of company who,

because of their positions, could control the company's general affairs, including the content of its

public statements and financial statements); Coe v. Circle Express, Inc., No., 89-884, 1991 WL

34626, at *2 (N.D, Ill. Mar. 12, 1991) (declinthg to dismiss control person claim against officer

with power to control filing of financial reports)..

C. Although Not Required To Do So, Plaintiffs Have Pleaded Defendants'
Culpable Participation in the Fraud

Defendants Cohn, Boyle, Colasanti, Cady, Turek and Fear argue that Plaintiffs' control

person claims against them must be dismissed for failure to allege "culpable participation."

However, while these defendants' culpable paxticipation may have to be established in order for
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Plaintiffs to prevail at trial on their Section 20(a) claim,32 "the 'overwhelming trend in this

circuit' is that culpable participation does not have to be plead to survive a motion to dismiss."

The JJ'izier Family Trust, 2004 WL 2203709, at *22 n.13 (quoting Jones v. Intelli-Check, Inc.,

274 F. Supp.2d 615, 645 (D.NJ. 2003) and Derensis v. Coopers & Lybrand Chartered

Accountants, 930 F. Supp. 1003, 1013 (D.NJ. 1996)); hire NUI Sec Litig., 314 F. Supp.2d 388,

400 n.3 (D,N.J. 2004) (same); In re Rent-Way Sec. Litig., 209 F. Supp.2d at 523 ("culpable

participation' need not be pled in a Section 20(a) action"); hi re Campbell Soup Co. Sec Litig,

145 F. Supp.2d 574 (D.N.J. 2001) (plaintiff need not plead culpable participation). These

defendants' argument should be rejected on that basis alone.

Moreover, even if Plaintiffs were required to plead these defendants' culpable

participation, they have done so. Section 20(a) provides that a defendant can avoid liability only

if it "acted in good faith and did not directly or indirectly induce the act or acts constituting the

violation or cause of action." 15 U.S.C. § 78t(a). Culpable participation may be established by

showing "that the defendant participated in the fraud or finthered the fraud through deliberate

inaction." hi i'e Reliance Sec. Litig, 135 F. Supp. 2d at 518. As discussed above, Plaintiffs have

adequately pleaded each of the defendants' scienter under Rule lOb-S. Where the pleading

standard has been met for scienter, as it has here, there can be no question that culpable

participation has been adequately pleaded. See Thomson Kernaghan & Co.. v.. Global Intellicom,

Inc., 2000 WL 640653, *7 (S.DNY, May 17, 2000); In re Nat? Smelting ojNJ, Inc.

Bondholders" Litig., 722 F.Supp. 152, 169 (D.N.J. 1989).

32 See Rochez Bros.,, Inc.. v. Rhoades, 527 F.2d 880, 889-90 (3d Cir. 1975); hire MobileMedia
Sec. Litig., 28 F. Supp.2d at 941 ("Once a plaintiff establishes a prima facie case for control person

liability the burden shifts to the defendants to prove lack of culpable participation or knowledge.").
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More specifically, Cohn and Boyle signed the four Forms 10-K alleged to have been false

and misleading. ( 31, 35) The act of signing a false and misleading SEC filing has been held

sufficient to constitute "culpable participation" giving rise to liability under Section 20(a). In re

Tel-Save Sec. Lilig, 1999 WL 999427, at *6 (ED. Pa, Oct. 19, 1999); Tracinda Gorp., 197 F.

Supp. 2d at 72. However, these defendants' culpability goes much deeper. Cohn was "aware of

the problems with HIS," and by at least May 2001, he knew that DVI was out-of-compliance with

major loan covenants.! (f 93, 99) Yet, Colm kept quiet in an effort mask DVI's real bottom line.

Id. Boyle, meanwhile, is alleged to have known of the true economic conditions affecting the

delinquent borTowers, but to have "knowingly or recklessly ignored those facts by planning and

participating in various schemes to keep those problems from impacting DVI." (240) Boyle is

also alleged to have "knowingly or recklessly caused DVI to ignore its own accounting policies

so that DVI's true financial condition would not be revealed to investors and others who read

DVI's financial statements." Id Thus, both Cohn and Boyle are alleged to have been actively

involved in perpetrating and then concealing the fraud.

Plaintiffs allege that Colasanti had the sole authority within DVI to override its income

accrual accounting policy for delinquent loans, and that he used that authority to permit DVI to

continue accruing income on loans that should have been written off, for the purpose of falsely

enhancing DVI's reported income. (fi 73, 74, 241) He is also alleged to have knowingly

participated in a plan to aid a friend of O'Hanlon's "by ramming through without proper Credit

Committee approval $4.5 million in working capital 'loans' that were intended to be used by the

borrower solely to make the monthly payments due to DVI FS.." (II242)

Cady and Turek were senior officers of DVI, involved in supervising DVI BC's operations

and DVI's credit operations, respectively. See ¶ 32, 30. Cady was also a senior officer of DVI
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BC, a DVI subsidiary used to provide round-trip financing to borrowers —one of the

instrumentalities by which DVI and the defendants carried out there fraudulent scheme. (9j241)

Cady knew of and approved those round-trip financings. ( 90, ¶ 241) Plaintiffs allege that Cady

was one of the individuals who developed a scheme to lend cash from DVI BC to a health care

provider who was delinquent on its DVI FS loan or lease, without any new collateral. (165)

Turek was the Chief Credit Officer and is alleged, among other things, to have known by

June 2000 that the company was out-of-compliance with its loan covenants. (98) Plaintiffs

allege that Turek had knowledge of the fraudulent scheme regarding OnCure and the Corpus

Christi facility, and was a perpetrator of the strategy to avoid recording loan losses. (fi 222, 241)

Fear was a Vice President of Credit for DVI and interacted with DVI's loan workout group

in connection with problem loans. ( 34) Fear acquiesced in and helped perpetuate schemes to

hide losses on delinquent loans through, among other methods, repurchases and rewriting loan

contracts. ( 79)

All of the foregoing allegations, which establish that Cohn, Boyle, Colasanti, Cady, Turek

and Fear knew about and directly participated in the fraudulent schemes at DVI, and knew of the

company's fraud but failed to correct it despite having the ability to do so, are sufficient to allege

these defendants' culpable participation. See, e g, P Schoenfeld Asset Mgint. LLC v Cendant

Corp, 2001 WL 477096, at *3Q (D.N.J. May 7, 2001) (culpable participation adequately alleged

where defendants either knowingly manipulated company's accounting, or had knowledge of

improper accounting but failed to correct it).
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IV. COUNT III OF THE COMPLAINT STATES A VALID CLAIM UNDER
SECTION 18 OF THE EXCHANGE ACT

Plaintiffs33 have pled viable Section 18 claims against Cohn, Roberts, Deloitte and the

Audit Conrnittee Defendants-34 The relevant language of Section 18 of the Exchange Act, 28

U.S.C. § 78r{a), provides that:

Any person who shall make or cause to be made any statement in
any application, report, or document filed pursuant to this chapter or
any nile or regulation thereunder. . which statement was at the
time and in the light of the circumstances under! which it was made
false or misleading with respect to any material fact, shall be liable
to any person (not knowing that such statement was false or
misleading) who, in reliance upon such statement, shall have
purchased or sold a security at a price which was affected by the
statement, for damages caused by such reliance.

In order to make out a claim under Section a plaintiff need only allege: (1) a false or

misleading statement by a defendant; (2) of a material fact; (3) contained in a filing with the SEC;

and (d) upon which the plaintiff relied in purchasing a security, In re Hayes Le;nnierz hit '1, Inc.

Equity Sec. Litig, 271 F. Supp. 2d 1007, 1024 (RD. Mich. 2003) (denying officers', directors'

and auditor's motions to dismiss Section 18 claim) (citing Magna mv, Corp. v. John Does One

through Two Hundred, 932 F2d 38 (11th Cir. 1991 )). None of the Defendants can plausibly deny

that Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged that DVI's filings with the SEC, as referenced in the

All Plaintiffs except Stellar Funding Ltd. have brought a Section 18 claim against defendants
O'Hanlon, Garfinkel, Boyle, Cohn, Roberts, the Audit Committee Defendants and Deloitte,

Defendants O'I-lanlon, Garfinkel and Boyle have not moved against Plaintiffs' Section 18
claim. Thus, the §18 claim against these defendants are not discussed here.

" The purpose of Section 1 8 is to further the particular objective of encouraging reliance upon
records filed with the SEC by expressly authorizing damage actions against those making false filings.
Ross v.4.11. Robins Ca, 607 F2d 545, 551 (2d Cir. 1979). The imposition of liability under Section 18
protects investors from the damage inflicted by their reliance upon misleading filings, and is a
fundamental component of the Securities Acts.! See Howard v. Everex Systern, Thc.., 228 F3d 1057, 1061

(9th Cir.. 2000).
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Complaint, contained false or misleading statements of material facts, thereby satisfying three of

the four elements needed to state a claim for Section 18 liability. Instead, Defendant Cohn and the

Audit Conmiittee Defendants argue only that Plaintiffs have not adequately pled theft reliance on

Dvi's SEC filings.36

Specifically, Cohn and the Audit Committee Defendants argue that the Section 18 claim

against them must fail because Plaintiffs must tie a specific purchase to the actual review of, and

reliance upon, specific inforniation in an SEC filing. The Complaint alleges:

In connection with the purchase of the Senior Notes, Plaintiffs and
their agents specifically read and relied on the financial information
contained in the Company's Form 10-K filings, including Deloitte's
audit opinions, as well as DVI's Form 8-K filings. . . Plaintiffs
relied on, among other things, DVI's stated: revenues; net income;
assets; net contract receivables; total liabilities; allowances for
losses on receivables; and shareholders' equity.

(fi 308-309) Thus, Plaintiffs have pled actual reliance upon specific false and misleading

statements contained in specific SEC filings in connection with their purchases of the securities at

issue here,. This is all that is required. Argent Classic Convertible Arbitrage FundL.P., v, Rile

Aid Corp, 315 F. Supp. 2d 666, 678, 685 (RD. Pa. 2004) (rejecting argument that to plead

Section 10(b) or 18 claims "with particularity" plaintiffs must link specific misrepresentations to

specific purchases). Indeed, Defendants cite to In re Stone & Webstei; Inc. Sec. Litig., 253 F.

Supp. 2d 102 (D. Mass., 2003), a case that actually supports Plaintiffs' method of pleading here.

hi that case, the court held that the named plaintiffs' pleading that they had "read and relied upon

36 Defendants Roberts and Deloitte also argue that Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim is barred, in
whole or in part, by the applicable statute of limitation. That argument is addressed infra, in Part XI.
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each of [defendant's] reports filed [with the SEC]" was sufficient to plead a Section 18 claim.

253 F. Supp. 2d at 13i

Defendants' reliance on In re Supreina Specialties Securities Litigation, 334 F. Supp.2d

637 (D.N.J. 2004), also does not help their cause. In that case, the court found that the plaintiffs

"did not allege actual reliance on the specific misrepresentations themselves," but merely alleged

reliance on the documents containing the misstatements. 334 F. Supp. 2d at 661. That is not true

here, where Plaintiffs have alleged reliance on the Defendants' statements concerning DYI's

"revenues, net assets, assets, net contract receivables, total liabilities, allowances for losses on

receivables, and shareholders' equity" flJ308-310) Nowhere did the Supreme Specialties court

state that plaintiffs must tie specific purchases to specific misrepresentations. This is probably

because "[r]equiring plaintiffs to link particular misrepresentations with particular trades in their

allegations of direct reliance would impose additional burdens without significantly improving the

quality of notice to defendants" Argent, 315 F. Supp. 2d at 678. As in Ai'gent, where plaintiffs

have alleged that they actually read and relied upon specifically enumerated false or misleading

statements, they have stated a claim for relief under Section 18. Accordingly, the Court should

deny the motion by defendants Cohn and Audit Committee Defendants to dismiss the Section 18

claim against them.

31 Defendants' reliance on Lindner Dividend Fund, Inc. v. Ernst & Young, 880 F. Supp. 49, 56
(Dj. Mass. 1995) is misplaced. There, the court held that allegations that plaintiffs "specifically relied
upon various statements" contained in SEC filings and quoted in the complaint were sufficient for
purposes of pleading a Section 18 claim. In both Stone & Webster and Lindner Dividend Fund, the
courts dismissed the Section 18 claims on the ground that the plaintiffs had not adequately pled any false
or misleading statements. See lure Stone & Webster, 253 F. Supp. 2d at 135; Lindner Fund, 880 F.
Supp. at 58-59. Here, by contrast, there can be no dispute, as found by the Examiner and as alleged in
the Complaint, that a massive fraud occurred at DVI and that its Fonn 10-K and Form 8-K filings
throughout the period at issue materially misrepresented Dvi's true financial condition.
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V. PLAINTIFFS HAVE ADEOUATELY PLED COMMON LAW FRAUD

Counts IV and V set forth claims for common law fraud against defendants O'Hanlon,

(Jarfinkel, CoIm, Roberts, Boyle, the Audit Committee Defendants and Deloitte.38 To allege a

claim for common law fraud under Pennsylvania law, Plaintiffs must allege: 1) a material

misrepresentation of an existing fact; 2) scienter; 3) justifiable reliance on the misrepresentation;

and 4) damages. See Booze i'. Allstate Ins. Ca, 750 Aid 877, 880 (Pa. Super.2000); Hammer v.

Nikol, 659 A.2d 617, 620 (Pa Comwlth. 1995). These elements are essentially the same as those

of a claim under Rule lOb-5(b). According, as Plaintiffs have successfully pled their Section

10(b) claim, they have pled a claim for common law fraud.

VI. COUNT VI ADEqUATELY PLEADS A CLAIM FOR CIVIL CONSPIRACY

A. Plaintiffs' Complaint Adequately Alleges Each Element Of A Conspiracy
Claim Against All Defendants

Plaintiffs' Complaint adequately alleges a claim premised on civil conspiracy to commit

common law fraud against all Defendants, To state a cause of action for civil conspiracy, a

complaint must allege the existence of the following elements:

(1) a combination of two or more persons acting with a common purpose to do
an unlawful act or to do a lawful act by unlawful means or for an unlawful

purpose;

(2) an overt act done in pursuance of the common purpose; and

(3) actual legal damage.

C'haniilly Farms, Inc. v. W Pikeland Twp.., 2001 WL 290645, at *12 (RD. Pa. Mar. 23, 200fl;

Landau v TV, Pennsylvania Nat? Bank, 282 A.2d 335 (Pa., 1971).

O'Hanlon has not moved to dismiss the common law fraud claims against him, and thus those
claims are not discussed here.
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Where, as here, the plaintiffs' conspiracy claim is premised on an intent to conmiit

conmon law fraud, the fraud claim is subject to the requirements of Rule 9(b) but the conspiracy

claim need only satis' the notice pleading standards of Rule 8 . Jairett v. First Montauk

Securities Corp., 203 F.R.D. 181 (RD. Pa. 2001) (citing U.S. ex. ret PaulE, Atkin.con v Pa

Shipbuilding Co., Civ, No. 94-7316, 2000 WL 1207162, at *10 (RD. Pa. Aug 24, 2000)).

"Therefore, to survive a motion to dismiss on the conspiracy claim, the plaintiff's complaint need

only 'describe the general composition of the conspiracy, some or all of its broad objectives, and

defendant's general role in that conspiracy" Jairett, 203 F.R.D. at 187-88; Atkinson, 2000 WL

1207162, at *10 (citing Rose v. Bartle, 871 F2d 331, 366 (3d Cir. 1989)); Smith v. Berg, 1999

WL 1081065, at *1, (ED. Pa. Dec. 1, 1999) (applying Rule 9(b) to the allegations of fraud in a

civil RICO claim but not to the related conspiracy claim)..

Plaintiffs' civil conspiracy claim clearly meets the notice pleading standard of Rule 8, and

in fact the heightened standard under Rule 9(b). Count VI of the Complaint alleges that

Defendants knowingly participated in a scheme to make materially false and misleading

representations or acted to cover up omissions of material fact in furtherance of a conspiracy to

artificially inflate the value of DVI's securities and insure its continued access to the

Securitizations market, and to induce Plaintiffs and the investing public to purchase or retain,

among other things, the Senior Notes, thereby enabling Defendants to continue to realize

significant financial benefits from their relationships with DVI. (IJ336) Plaintiffs' conspiracy

claim also identifies the role and participation of each of the defendants in the scheme to defraud

Plaintiffs?9 See ¶IJ 238 - 247 (Individual Defendants), ¶1J 256 - 279 (Deloitte), ¶1J 280 - 283

The Audit Committee Defendants contend that Plaintiffs cannot assert a conspiracy between a
corporation and its officers and directors. This argument ignores the fact that Plaintiffs have alleged a
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(OnCure), ¶ 284 (Presgar and Dolphin) and ¶ 333-335 (All Defendants). Additionally,

Plaintiffs provide great detail regarding the instrumentalities of Defendants' fraud iii68 - 103),

and the false and misleading statements they made or caused to be made by DVI (flj 104- 181).

Beyond this, Plaintiffs are not required to specifically allege the time, place, or date of

conspiratorial meetings or a precise date on which the conspiracy was entered, see Baker v

Rangos, 324 Aid 498 (Pa. Super. 1974), because the facts and circumstances surrounding these

aspects of Plaintiffs' claim are particularly within Defendants' knowledge prior to discovery. See

faire!!, 203 FR.D. at 188.

B. Plaintiffs' Allegations of Malice Are Sufficient Under Pennsylvania Law

Under Pennsylvania law, proof of malice is part of the cause of action for conspiracy.

Burns/dc i Abbott Laboratories, 505 A.2d 973 (Pa. Super. 1985). The Complaint alleges that

Defendants acted with malice, i e , an intent to injure, in conspiring to defraud Plaintiffs, (jJ 322,

330) Although Plaintiffs are only required to allege some of the conspiracy's "broad objectives,"

the Complaint is replete with allegations of defendants' spec/lc objective to defraud and injure

investors. Rose v. Bartle, 871 F.2d 331, 366 (Pa. 1989). See, eg., ¶51 ("Goffhian caused

OnCure to enter into transactions with DVI with no purpose other than to allow DVI to avoid

writing off impaired assets and non-performing loans"); ¶ 214 ("DVI masked its fraudulent

schemes by forming and funding companies for the sole purpose of acquiring the companies that

had borrowed from DVI and had been unable to repay their loans."); ¶214 ("These sham

transactions were designed with one oveniding objective, which was to forego recording loan

losses in accordance with GAAP. . . ."); ¶ 222 ("O'Hanlon, Miller, Turek and others perpetrated a

conspiracy involving not only DVI and its officers, but also Deloitte, Oncure, (Joffman, Presgar, and
Dolphin. (iflI 334-337)
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strategy to avoid recording loan losses by forming and funding entities, referred to above as

special relationship borrowers, with the sole purpose of acquiring delinquent borrowers"); ¶268

("Forming and funding companies for the sole purpose of acquiring companies that had borrowed

from DVI and were unable to repay their loans"); ¶ 274 ("Entities established by DVI for the sole

purpose of rescuing delinquent borrowers. "); and ¶ 341 ("Each defendant's assistance

included, among other things, preparation, review and/or approval of documents containing false

and misleading statements, or omitling material information, for thepuipose of manipulating

DVI's reported financial results, or assisting DVI with manipulation of the reported financial

condition of its loans and collateraL" (emphasis added)). The allegations in the Complaint

provides this Court with much more than just the required inference ofmalice. The allegations

show that every act of the conspirators was solely to defraud and injure investors. This certainly

meets the minimal pleading standard for malice set forth in Rose, 871 F.2d at 366.

Defendants claim that the Plaintiffs are required to allege that an intent to injure the

plaintiff must be the sole purpose and objective of the conspiracy. That simply is not the law.

The "sole purpose" concept originated in Thompson Coal Co v, Pike Coal Co., 412 A.2d 466 (Pa.

1979), on a motion for summary judgment filed by defendants on their affirmative defense of

justification. This case, apparently misconstrued for some time, does not stand for the proposition

that in order to plead malice, the sole purpose of the conspiracy must be to harm a plaintiff

Rather, it stands for the proposition that a defendant who does not violate any fiduciary duty,

commits no underlying unlawful act, and acts solely to advance its business interests, cannot be

held liable for civil conspiracy to interfere with a prospective business relationship- Id at 472-

73. Clearly, that is not the situation here, where Defendants committed unlawful acts and did not

act solely to advance their business interests. Nevertheless, even if Thompson Coal did stand for
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the proposition that malice must be the sole purpose of the conspiracy (which it does not), the

Complaint is replete with allegations from which this Comt can infer that the sole puxpose of the

defendants' collaboration was to misdirect the investing public into believing that DVI was

profitable. (J 54, 193, 201, 248, 254 and 320)

VII. COUNT VII PROPERLY ALLEGES A CLAIM FOR AIDING AND
ABETTING COMMON LAW FRAUD

Defendants' arguments against the existence of a common law cause of action for aiding

and abetting liability under Pennsylvania law should be rejected. The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court has never had occasion to consider a claim for aiding and abetting common law fraud, and

thus has never rejected the availability of such a claim. Moreover, in the recent jurisprudence of

Pennsylvania's Commonwealth Court and this Court, a cause of action for aiding and abetting a

breach of fiduciary duty has been recognized under Pennsylvania law. See, e.g., Koken v.

Steinberg, 825 A.2d 723 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 2003); Licht,nan v. Taufer, 2004 WL 1632574

(P.C.C.P. July 13, 2004); Adena, Inc. v, Co/in, 162 F.! Supp. 2d 351, 357-58 (RD. Pa. 2001);

Stone Street Servs., Inc v. Daniels, 2000 WL 1909373, at *3 (RD. Pa. Dec. 29, 2000); Schuylldll

Skyport Inn, Inc. v. Rich, 1996 WL 502280, at *38 (RD. Pa. Aug. 21, 1996); SDKlnvestnients,

Inc v. Ott, 1996 WL 69402, at 12 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 15, 1996).° Aiding and abetting a breach of

fiduciary duty and aiding and abetting common law fraud are both defined by reference to section

876 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts. Koken, 825 A.2d at 731; Aetna Gas. and Stir. Co.. i

Leahy Const. Co.., 219 F.3d 519, 533 (6'' Cix. 2000). Since this Court has already recognized a

40 This conclusion is consistent with the many other jurisdictions which impose aiding and
abetting liability. See, e.g., Richter v. Van Ainberg, 97 F. Supp.2d 1255 (D.N.M. 2000); BBS Nonj'alk
One, Inc. v. Raccolta, Inc., 60 F. Supp.2d 123 (S.D.N.Y. 1999); Aetna Cam. and Stir. Go. v. Lea/icy
Gonstr Go., 22 F. Supp..2d 695 (N.D.. Ohio 1998); Glidden Go.. v. Jandernoa, SF. Supp.2d 541 (W.D.
Mich. 1998).
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cause of action under Pennsylvania law for aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary duty,

permitting a cause of action for aiding and abetting common law fraud would not significantly

expand this Court's interpretation of Pennsylvania jurisprudence, nor have the Defendants argued

that this would be the case. Accordingly, Plaintiffs should be permitted to maintain their cause of

action for aiding and abetting common law fiaud4'

VIII. COUNTS VIII A1'41) IX PROPERLY ALLEGE A CLAIM FOR
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

A. Plaintiffs Have Adequately Alleged A Claim For Negligent Misrepresentation
Against Each Of The Individual Defendants And Deloitte

To properly set forth a claim for negligent misrepresentation under Pennsylvania law, the

plaintiff must allege the following elements:

(1) a misrepresentation of a material fact;

(2) by one who owes a duty to the recipient;

(3) made under circumstances in which the misrepresenter ought
to have known its falsity;

(4) with an intent to induce another to act on it; and

(5) which results in injury to a party acting in justifiable reliance
on the misrepresentation.

Bortz v. Noon, 729 Aid 555, 561 (Pa. 1999) (citations omitted). It is not relevant that the

misrepresenter did not know that the representation was false, but only that he failed to make a

reasonable investigation into the truth of the matter misrepresentation. Gibbs v. Ernst, 647 Aid

882, 890 (Pa, 1994) (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 552).

" Defendant Oncure contends that Plaintiffs' claim for aiding and abetting is duplicative of its
conspiracy claim.. These are distinct claims, but even if they were not, Plaintiffs are permitted to plead in
the alternative. Berwyn capital Investments, Inc. v. Shore Venture Group, LLC, 2001 WL 883278, *1

(ED. Pa. June 14, 2001).
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Several of the defendants contend that Plaintiffs have not met on or more of the above

elements42 These arguments lack merit, as discussed below.

1. Plaintiffs have alleged false statements

Defendant Boyle claims that Plaintiffs have failed to properly allege "false informatiom"

(DeL Boyle's Br. at 23) That argument is negated by over 71 paragraphs of allegations to the

contrary. (fi 104-1 75) DVI's financials contained numerous misrepresentations in its Forms 10-

K for 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002, including the artificially inflated income, earnings and revenue

of DVL Id The Defendants also issued numerous press releases knowing that they were

completely false. Id

2. Plaintiffs have alleged the requisite state of mind

Defendants Roberts and Boyle contend that Plaintiffs have inadequately pleaded that they

knew or ought to have known of the falsity of the financial statements. They also assert that

because they blindly relied on Deloitte, they are relieved of all liability. Defendant Colm claims

that Plaintiffs have inadequately pleaded that he lcnowingly or negligently made a false

representation and that any such assertion would contradict the conclusions of the Examiner.

(Cohn Mem. at 19) As discussed above with regard to these Defendants' scienter, Plaintiffs have

more than adequately stated a claim of negligent misrepresentation against Roberts, Boyle and

Cohn because each of them made misrepresentations when they knew that DVI's SEC filings

were in fact false.43

42 The defendants that have moved to dismiss the negligent misrepresentation claims are: Cohn,
O'Hanlon, Goldberg, McHugh, Shapiro, Roberts, Garfinkel, Boyle and Deloitte, The conduct of the
remaining defendants on this Count is not discussed here.,

Defendant Roberts' reliance on hire Liveni, Inc., Noteholders Sec. Litig, 151 F. Supp. 2d 371,
433 (SDN.Y. 2001), to negate his culpability as a matter of law on a negligent misrepresentation claim
is sorely misplaced.. Livent is completely irrelevant here because it involved a Section 1O"b,) claim
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3. Plaintiffs have alleged their reliance

Defendants Shapiro, Goldberg, McHugh and Cohn make the untenable claim that

Plaintiffs have failed to plead their reliance on statements by these defendants. However,

Plaintiffs have specifically pled that they relied on DVI's Forms 10-IC filings for fiscal years 1999,

2000, 2001 and 2002, which were materially false and misleading, when making their investment

decisions. Shapiro, Goldberg, McHugh and Colm each signed each of these SEC filings.

In connection with the purchase of the Senior Notes, Plaintiffs and
their agents specifically read and relied on the financial information
contained in the Company's Form 10-IC filings, including Deloitte's
audit opinions, as well as Dvi's Form 8-KU filings, not knowing that
they were false and misleading. . . Plaintiffs relied on, among other
things, DVI's stated: revenues; net income; assets; net contract
receivables; total liabilities; allowance for losses on receivables; and
shareholders' equity, , Plaintiffs' reliance was reasonable,
particularly given the unqualified opinions from the Company's
auditor, Deloitte.

¶ 308-09, 311. Thus, Plaintiffs have clearly alleged their actual and justifiable reliance on

statements by these defendants.44

Additionally, Plaintiffs have alleged their reliance on the integrity of the market price of

DYI's Senior Notes, that the price of the Senior Notes was artificially inflated as a result of the

(judged by a standard of recklessness, not reasonableness as in a negligence claim) against outside
directors of a company. Id. Roberts was an insider who, along with Boyle, had knowledge of and
actively participated in the entire scheme to defraud DVI's investors.

To the extent that defendants want to dispute Plaintiffs' reliance, such factual disputes cannot
be resolved on a motion to dismiss. See Lindner Dividend Fund, Inc., 880 F. Supp. at 56 (D. Mass. 1995)
(plaintiffs' allegations that they "specifically relied" on false statements, "while perhaps subject to
challenge, are not 'unsupportable conclusions' that should be disregarded on a motion to dismiss");
Neurberger, 1998 WL 408877, at *5 ("Reliance issues present fact questions inappropriate for resolution
at this stage [of a motion to dismiss],"). Even when plaintiffs do not specifically plead that they read a
particular false statement, courts have declined to consider the factual issue of reliance in the context of a
motion to dismiss. See In i'e Kendall Square Research Corp. Sec. LiIig, 868 F. Supp. 26, 29 (D. Mass.
1994) ("While plaintiff do not plead that any plaintiff actually received or read Price Waterhouse's audit
opinion ... the Court will not consider the factual issue of actual reliance on a motion to dismiss.").
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defendants' misrepresentations, that the Senior Notes were actively traded on the New York Stock

Exchange, and that the market for the Senior Notes was an efficient market that promptly digested

publicly-available information with respect to the Company and reflected such information in the

prices of the securities. (flj 112, 285) Thus, even if Plaintiffs had not alleged actual reliance on

the Defendants' statements, they would be entitled to a presumption of reliance under the fraud-

on-the-market theory. See, eg., In re Regal Communications Corp Sec Litig., No. 94-179, 1996

WL 411654, *5 (ED. Pa. July 17, 1996) (plaintiffs may use the fraud-on-the-market theory to

show reliance for a negligent misrepresentation claim); In re Healthcare Sen's. Group, Inc Sec

Litig.,No. 91-6097, 1993 WL 54437, *6 (ED. Pa, March 1, 1993) (same; plaintiffs' allegations

that "the totality of the . defendants' alleged misrepresentations drove up the price of [the

company's] stock, and that they relied on the integrity of the market in making their stock

purchases" were sufficient to allege reliance).

4. Corporate officers may be held liable for negligent misrepresentation.

Defendant O'Hanlon erroneously contends that a corporate officer and director cannot be

sued for malcing negligent misrepresentations if he is not in the "business" of supplying

information.45 (O'Hanlon Mem. at 13).. This proposition is just wrong. Negligent

At all relevant times, O'Hanlon was DVI's President, Dvi's CEO and a director of DVI. (
27) He also served as a director of DVI subsidiary, DVI FS. Id He personally signed all of the false
SEC filings and made numerous press statements knowing that they were false. He cannot exonerate
himself by claiming that he was not in the "business" of supplying information. See hi ye Atlantic Fiii.
Fed Sec. Litig., Civ,. No. 89-0645, 1990 WL 171191, *4 (ED. Pa. Oct. 31, 1990) (rejecting the
defendants' proposition that Section 552 of the Restatement requires that a defendant must be in the
business of selling information, and holding that "negligent misrepresentation applies to people who have
a pecuniary interest in a transaction in which they supply misleading or false information. .. [and]
Defendants had a pecuniary interest in the transaction pursuant to which they were supplying this
information; they were supplying the information so that they could sell shares in their business.") (citing
Cooper v. Liability Mutual his. Co., Civ. No. 86-2504, slip op., at 5 (ED. Pa. Sept.. 11, l986fl..
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misrepresentation claims clearly can be raised against corporate officers, and indeed this court has

upheld such claims on numerous occasions. See, eg, Kill/an v. McCullough, 850 F. Supp. 1239,

1255 (ED. Pa. 1994) (denying dismissal of negligent misrepresentation claim against corporate

officers); Sneberger 1'. BTIA;nericas, Inc., Civ. No, 98-932, 1998 WL 826992, *7 (ED. Pa. Nov.

30, 1998) (same); In re Chamben Development Sec. Litig, 848 F. Supp. 602, 625-26 (WD.Pa.

1994) (same); In re Atlantic Fin. Fed Sec Litig., 1990 WL 171191, at *4 (same).

5. Garfinkel owed a duty to Plaintiffs to supply accurate information.

Defendant Garfinkel erroneously claims that Plaintiffs are noteholders of only DVI LLC,

and that since he had no involvement in DVI LLC, the negligent misrepresentation claims against

him must fall because he had no duty to PlaintifTh, (Garfrnkel Mem. at 21) To the contraxy,

Plaintiffs allege that they purchased bonds issued by DVI,, which is defined in the Complaint as

"DVI, Inc.. and its subsidiaries" (not DVI LLC), (1J 1) Garfinkel was the Executive Vice President

and CEO of DVI, Inc., who masterminded the fraud. He had control of the entire DVI

organization as a member of DVI's Executive Committee and served as Executive Vice President,

CEO and a director of DVI ES, and Executive Vice President of DVI BC.. (1128) Garfinkel

cannot assert that he lacked affiliation with DVI, or a duty to purchasers of DVI's securities, given

the top executive positions he filled throughout the DVI organization. See In re U S. Bioscience

Sec. Litig., 806 F. Supp. 1197, 1204 (ED. Pa. 1992).

6. Plaintiffs are a limited group of bondholders that have standing to
bring their negligent misrepresentation claims.

Defendants Cohn, Goldberg, McHugh, Shapiro, Roberts, Garfinkel and Boyle argue that

the bondholders are not a distinctive "limited group" of investors to whom a duty was owed.
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1-lowever, the limited group concept has no application here. PJlumm,815 A.2d at 1170. Section

552(3) of the Restatement of Torts sets forth an exception to the "limited group" concept and

states that "[t]he liability of one who is under a public duty to give the information extends to [a]

loss suffered by any of the class of persons for whose benefit the duty is created, in any of the

transactions in which it is intended to protect them" (emphasis added)). The Defendants had a

duty to investors to disseminate accurate information.

Nevertheless, this Court has held that investors are precisely the type of "limited group"

intended by Section 552 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts to benefit from a negligent

misrepresentation claim. See Neuberger v Shapiro, 1998 WL 408877, * 4 (ED, Pa. July 17,

1998) (holding public investors are a "limited group" for whose benefit the public offering

materials were intended); In re National Media Sec. Litig, 1994 WL 397398, *6 (ED, Pa. July

27, 1994) (holding that investors had standing to sue on the basis of misrepresentations contained

in publicly available information))6 Here, Plaintiffs are not an indiscriminate class of securities

investors- Plaintiffs are institutional investors typical of those targeted by companies, like DVI,

for significant investment in their debt securities. Additionally, once Plaintiffs had purchased the

securities, they were part of a limited and defined class of securities holders. It was certainly

46 While Pennsylvania state courts have not yet determined whether investors qualify as a limited
group under Section 552, they do take an "expansive view of the range of permissible plaintiffs in a
negligent misrepresentation action," making it likely that investors would be considered a limited group.
In Shapiro v. UJB Financial Corp,964 F2d 272, 289 (3d Cir. 1992), the Third Circuit held that when
state law takes an "expansive view" of permissible plaintiffs, an action for negligent misrepresentation
can be brought on the basis of public disclosures. There, the Third Circuit found that New Jersey took an
expansive view of Section 552's limited group requirement because New Jersey, like Pennsylvania, did
not require privity for there to be standing. Id (citing H Rasenblum, Inc. v. Adler, 461 A.2d 138, 142-43
(NJ. 1983)). See also Williams Controls, Inc v Parente, Randolph, 39 F. Supp.2d 517,531 (MD. Pa.
1999) (the lack of privity "is no obstacle to a negligent misrepresentation claim"). Thus, pursuant to
Third Circuit reasoning, and contrary to the holding in In re Westinghouse Sec Litig, 832 F. Supp. 948
(WD. Pa. 1993), Plaintiffs submit that Pennsylvania courts would adopt the view that negligent
misrepresentation liability will be imposed where a false representation is made to the investing public.
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foreseeable that Plaintiffs would purchase securities in reliance on the Defendants'

representations, and that following those purchases, they would continue to rely on the

Defendants' representations when deciding whether to purchase additional securities or to sell or

hold their existing holdings.

Moreover, Pennsylvania law does not require privity or even the existence of a "sufficient

nexus" between the injured party and the misrepresenter, but rather only that the plaintiffs were

foreseeable. See ELsenberg v. Gagnon, 766 F2d 770, 779-80 (3d Cir. 1985) (there is no strict

privily requirement under Pennsylvania law); Alien v Atlantic Financial Federal, 805 F. Supp. 5

(RD. Pa, 1992) (where it was "foreseeable that the Accountants Review Report was created for

the benefit of potential investors," investors could assert negligent misrepresentation claims

against accounting firm even where the investors "had no knowledge of [the accounting firm's]

involvement"); Teledyne Technologies Inc. v, Freedom Forge Corp., 2002 WL 748898, * 10 (Pa,,

Com. P1.. Apr. 19, 2002) (Pennsylvania law does not require privily or even a "sufficient nexus"

between the parties); Woodward v. Dietrich, 548 A.2d 301 (Pa. Super. 1988) (even where there is

no privily with party making misrepresentations and injured party was not "specifically"intended

to rely on the misrepresentations, when the reliance is nonetheless foreseeable, the liability to be

recognized is not indefinite as to amount, duration, or class of prospective plaintiffs).47

' In reaching this conclusion, the Woodward court relied on Baxi, The Liability of Accountants
and Auditors for Negligent Statements in Company Accounts, 36 M.L.R. 42, 54-55 (1973), which stated
that "liability for negligent misrepresentations in documents filed as public financial records ought to be
recognized as to persons who actually viewed the records, relied upon them, and suffered damages
proximately caused by the reasonable reliance." Woodward v. Dietrich, 548 A.2d at 316 (quoting
parenthetical of the court).
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7. Plaintiffs do not need to be in privity with Deloitte & Tonche, LLP to
state a negligent misrepresentation claim.

Defendant Deloitte claims that Plaintiffs' negligent misrepresentation claims against it

must fail for lack of privity between them. The only case Deloitte cites for this proposition is

Landell v. Lybrand, 107 A. 783 (Pa. 1919), an ancient opinion that discusses only a claim for

professional malpractice, not negligent misrepresentation. Deloitte relied on Landell and the sanw

privily defense in Koken v, Steinberg, 825 A.2d 723 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 2003), and lost. As

discussed above, Pennsylvania law is clear; it does not require privity between Deloitte and

Plaintiffs to assert a negligent misrepresentation claim, but rather requires only that the Plaintiffs

be foreseeable. See, e.g., Eisenberg v, Gagnon, 766 F,2d 770, 779-80 (3d Cir. 1985); Allen v.

Atlantic Financial Federal, 805 F. Supp. at 6-7 (denying Deloitte's request for sumrnaiy judgment

on investor's negligent misrepresentation claim, despite lack of privity between Deloitte and

investor). It was entirely foreseeable in this case that Plaintiffs, as purchasers and holders of

DVI's debt securities, would rely on Deloitte's assurances regarding the accuracy of DVI's

financial statements. And, in fact, Deloitte consented to its Opinion on DVI's financial statemetns

being included with the offering materials for the Senior Notes, as well as in the Forms 10-K.

8. Plaintiffs' negligent misrepresentation claim is not barred by the
economic loss doctrine.

Defendants O'Hanlon, Shapiro, McHugh, Goldberg, and CoIm inaccurately contend that

the economic loss rule bars the Plaintiffs' negligent misrepresentation claim. The economic loss

doctrine has absolutely no application because there is no contract or contractual privity at issue

here. Borough of Lansdowne v Sevenson Environment Servs,., Inc., 2000 WL 1886578 (ED. Pa.

Dec. 12, 2000) ("The economic loss doctrine blocks tort liability where the parties are in

contractual privity" but where it is indisputable that there is no privity, the economic loss doctrine
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has no application in a § 552 claim) (citation omitted); Gibbs, 647 A.2d at 890-91. As set forth in

Duquesne Light Co. v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 66 F..3d 604, 620 (3d Cir. 1995), a case

relied upon by Defendants, the most basic premise of the economic loss doctrine is to prevent a

plaintiff from "recovering in tort economic losses to which their entitlement [is] only from a

contract" 66 F.3d at 618 (inversely then, the economic loss doctrine does not apply where

plaintiff has no contract). See also Palco Linings, Inc. v. Pavex, mc, 755 F. Supp. 1269, 1271

(M.D. Pa. 1990) ("The rationale of the economic loss rule is that tort law is not intended to

compensate parties for losses suffered as a result of a breach of duties assumed only by

agreement")48 Moreover, Palco sets forth two exceptions to the economic loss rule, both of

which apply to Deloitte here: (1) where the defendant intentionally made the false representations,

and (2) where the defendant was in the business of supplying information, Palco, 755 F. Supp. at

1274. Thus, this Court, as in Palco, should deny defendants' motion to dismiss.

IX. PENNSYLVANIA STATE LAW DOES NOT PRECLUDE COMMON LAW
FRAUD CLAIMS ON BEHALF OF HOLDERS OF SECURITIES

While no Pennsylvania court has had occasion to accept a conmwn law fraud claim on

behalf of an investor who held, rather than purchased or sold, a security in reliance upon the fraud,

recognition of this claim would be consistent with well-developed principles of Pennsylvania

common law. Courts in this state have long recognized the principle that forbearance — the

decision not to act or exercise a right or power — is sufficient to fulfill the reliance element of a

In fact, none of the cases Defendants cite to for application of the economic loss rule are
relevant. See Wenvinski v Ford Motor Ca, 286 F.,3d 661 (3d Cir. 2002) (pertaining to a product liability
action where an agreement of sale and express and implied warranties existed; the opinion did not even
address any negligent misrepresentation claim); REM Coal Co., Inc. v. Clark Equip.. Co.., 563 A.2d 128
(Pa. Super. Ct.. 1989) (pertaining to a product liability action where an agreement of sale and express and
implied warranties existed); David 1'fiunn;i Paving & Excavating, Inc. i'.Foundation Sen's. Co., 816
A.2d 1164 (Pa. Super. 2003) (the plaintiff was specifically told not to rely upon the information it relied
on).
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cause of action for fraud or negligent misrepresentation. See, e.g. Savitz v, Weinstein, 149 Aid

110, 113 (Pa. 1959) (one who makes a misrepresentation of fact or law for the purpose of

inducing another to act or refrain from acting in reliance thereon in a business transaction is liable

to the other for the harm caused him).49 In this case, Defendants fraudulently or negligently

induced Plaintiffs to hold their bonds on the basis of Defendants' financial misrepresentations

about DVI. When the Plaintiffs learned that the financial representations were false, they sold

their DVI bonds at a loss. The losses suffered are those that could have been avoided had

Defendants not misrepresented DVI's financials and improperly induced Plaintiffs to hold their

bonds. There is no reason to afford bondholders less protection than other fraud victims.

Moreover contrary to Defendants' contention, numerous courts have upheld state law fraud

claims by holders of securities,50 See Small v. Fritz Cos., Inc., 65 P.3d 1255 (Cal. 2003) ("Most

In addition, Pennsylvania has adopted several sections of the Restatement (Second) of the
Law, Torts which also find that forbearance supports a tort claim. See, e.g., Restatement at § 525 ("one
who fraudulently makes a misrepresentation. . . for the purpose of inducing another to act or refrain from
action in reliance upon it, is subject to the other in deceit for pecuniary loss caused to him by his
justifiable reliance upon the misrepresentation"); Restatement at § 531 ("One who makes a fraudulent
misrepresentation is subject to liability to the persons or class of persons whom he intends or has reason
to expect to act or to refrain from action in reliance upon the misrepresentation, for pecuniary loss
suffered by them through their justifiable reliance in the type of transaction in which he intends or has
reason to expect their conduct to be influenced"); Restatement at §551(1) ("One who fails to disclose to
another a fact that he knows may justifiable induce the other to act or refrain from acting in a business
transaction is subject to the same liability to the other as though he had represented the nonexistence of
the matter that he has failed to disclose.").

California, New Jersey, New York, Wisconsin, Massachusetts and New Hampshire have all
upheld the viability of securities "holder" claims. See Small v. Fritz Cos., Inc. 65 P.3d 1255 (Cal. 2003);
Gutmnan v. Howard Sm'. Bank, 748 F. Supp. 254 (D.NJ. 1990) (holding inaction induced by defendants'
representations can establish the element of reliance in a common law securities fraud claim);
Continental Ins.. Co. v. Mercadante, 222 A,D. 181, 183 (N.Y. App. Div. 1927); Butler v. Watkins, 80
U.S. 456 (1871); Rothmiller v. Stein, 38 N.E.. 718 (N.Y.. 1894); Seidemnan v. Sheboygan Loan & Trust
Co., 223 N.W. 430 (Wis. 1929); Fouler v. Moseley, 60 N.E. 788 (Mass. 1901); Davidv. Belmont, 197
N.E. 83 (Mass. 1935); Brown-Wales Ca v. Barber, 184 A. 855 (N.H. 1936).. See also Chin,, v. Belfer,
Civ. No. 02-00131, 2002 WL 31474189, at *4 (D. Or. June 19, 2002) (remanding holder claims to state
court based in part on fact that "[a] number of states have upheld the rights of holders and nonpurchasers
to seek relief in state court for misrepresentations").
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other states that have confronted this issue have concluded that forbeamnce from selling stock is

sufficient reliance to support a cause of action.").5' Plaintiffs have adequately alleged holder!

claims under both flaud and negligent misrepresentation theories52

X. Plaintiffs Have Adequately Alleged Claims Under The Securities Act of Washingt

Defendants allege that the Complaint fails to adequately state a claim under the Securities

Act of Washington ("WSA") in Count X for three reasons. First, Defendants contend that there is

no nexus between Washington state and the instant action. Second, Defendants contend that they

are not "sellers" or "control" persons within the meaning of the Act and therefore cannot be held

primarily or secondarily liable for DVI's fraud.! Finally, Defendants contend that because

Plaintiffs have not alleged that they tendered back their DVI bonds or sold those bonds, that

Plaintiffs have no recourse for DVI's fraud under the WSA. Each of the Defendants' arguments

fails, for the reasons set forth below.

A. There Is A Sufficient Nexus Between Washington State, Plaintiffs,
And The Securities Fraud

The nexus between this action and Washington state is substantial. The Plaintiffs suing

under the Securities Act of Washington include: WM High Yield Fund, WM Income Fund, AT

' Defendants rely on In re WorldCom, Inc. Sec. Litig,336 F. Supp..2d 310 (S.D..N.Y. 2004),
which held that Georgia courts have never permitted holder claims in any context, which is simply not
true of Pennsylvania courts.

52 Deloitte also claims that Plaintiffs' holder claims (Counts X and V) must be dismissed
because they are duplicative of Plaintiffs' purchaser claims (Counts Vifi and IV). The claims do differ,
however. With respect to the holder claims, Plaintiffs were harmed because defendants' fraudulent or
negligent misrepresentations induced Plaintiffs to hold DVI bonds which resulted in losses. With respect
to the purchaser claims, the fraudulent and negligent misrepresentations induced Plaintiffs to purchase
DVI bonds which resulted in losses. Thus, not only does the act complained of differ, but so does the
nature of the harm alleged.. Plaintiffs have the "undoubted right to plead in the alternative." Berwyn
Capital Investments, Inc., 2001 WL 883278, at *1 (denying motion to dismiss negligence and conversion
claims in spite of contract claim as plaintiff was permitted to plead in alternative).
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High Yield Fund, WM VT Income Fund and AT Income Fund (collectively, the "Funds"). (

358) The Funds are series ofbusiness trusts whose principal place of business is located in

Seattle, Washington. The investment advisor for the Funds is V/M Advisors, Inc. ("Advisor"),

which is a resident of Washington state. (1J 19) Advisor manages the Funds' portfolios and

provides investment and other services to the Funds. (fi 19-24) Advisor, jointly with the Funds,

made the decisions to purchase approximately $25 million in DVI bonds from 1999 through 2003

in Washington state. See Id. DVI sent the fraudulent Annual Reports to Washington state

investors and investment managers, including Advisor. The fact that Advisor is not a party is

irrelevant The nexus between Advisor, the Funds, DVI's securities violations and Washington

state is significant

B. Plaintiffs State A Claim Under Section 21-20-010 Of the Securities Act of
Washington

Much like Rule lOb-5, Section 21-20-010 of the WSA provides:

It is unlawful for any person, in connection with the offer, sale or
purchase of any security, directly or indirectly:

(1) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud;

(2) To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to
state a material fact necessary in order to make the
statements made, in the light of the circumstances under
which they are made, not misleading; or

(3) To engage in any act, practice, or course of business which
operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any

person.

Rev. C. Wash. § 21-20-010. A defendant can be held liable under this provision based on

negligent conduct; neither intent nor recklessness is required. See Kittilson v. Ford, 608 P2d 264,

265 (Wash. 1980); Guarino v, Interactive Objects, Inc., 86 P.3d 1175, 1190-91 (Wash. App. Ct.
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2004) (holding executives liable as "control persons" under WSA for! failing to exercise

reasonable care in fulfilling their duties)

The Funds have an express right of action53 for! violations of § 21-20-010 against the

offeror or seller of securities, and against all persons bearing certain relationships to the offeror or

seller, including: control persons, partners, officers, directors and persons who occupy a similar

status, as well as employees who materially aid in the transaction. See Rev- C!! Wash. § 21-20-

430(1) and (3). In addition, the Supreme Cowl of Washington has held that "a defendant is liable

as a seller under [fl 21.20.430(1) if his acts were a substantial contributive factor in the sales

transactiow" Habennan V. Washington Public Power Supply 744 R2d 1032, 1052 (Wash.

1987). See aLco Herring/on v. David I). Hmi'thorne, cPA, PS, 47 P.3d 567, 569 (Wash. App. Ct.

2002).

High-level DVI officers and executives Boyle, Garfinkel, Fear, Colasanti, Turek and Cady

(the "DVI Insiders") claim that they are not culpable parties under the WSA because they did not

"substantially contribute" to the sale of DVI securities, This proffered defense is relevant only to

§ 21-20-430(1), see Haberinan, 744 P,2d at 1052, a section which is inapplicable here because it

applies to culpable parties who were not insiders or control persons.54 Under § 21-20-430(3), on

the other hand, liability is expressly extended to "[e]very person who directly or indirectly

controls a seller," to "every partner, officer, director or person who occupies a similar status or

Defendants Boyle, Turek and Fear argue that there is no implied or private right of action
under WSA, but Section 2 1-20-430(3) provides the Funds an express right of action. This argument
therefore fails on the face of the WSA.

For example, if a claim under the WSA was raised against an underwriter or a securities
broker, the plaintiff would need to show that the defendant was a "substantial contributive factor" to the
actual sale of DVI securities. Herring/on, 47 P,3d at 570.. This requirement is inapplicable for insiders
or control persons like the DVI Insiders.
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performs a similar function of such seller," and to "every employee of such a seller ...who

materially aids in the transaction." The DVI Insiders clearly fall within the ambit of § 2 1-20-

430(3), as control persons, officers, andlor employees of DVI. Thus, they are subject to liability

under the WSA, regardless of whether their conduct "substantially contributed" to the actual sale

of DVI securities.

Defendants Deloitte and Neas (collectively, "Deloitte") claim that auditors cannot be

found culpable under the WSA. To the contrary, Deloitte can be held liable as a participant in the

fraud under § 21.21.430(3). See Ackerman, Jablonski, Portei field & DeTure v Aihadeff Civ, No.

44637-1, 1986 WL 7939, at *4 (W.D. Wash. Apr. 16, 1986) (auditor fit within statutory definition

of participant liability). Deloitte was hired by the company to audit DVI's financial statements.

Deloitte, in the course of its retention by DVI, provided unqualified audit opinions on the annual

financial statements contained in DVI's SEC filings from 1999 through 2002. It recklessly

overlooked and ignored numerous signs of rampant fraud. Deloitte knew that DVI was not

properly accounting for losses and reported concerns about DVI's accounting practices to the

Board. Deloitte knew that DVI's management did not cure the problems, yet it continued issuing

clean audit opinions. The Funds have also alleged that they relied on the audited financial

statements in deciding to invest in DVI. Thus, Deloitte, like the auditor in Ackerman, is

considered an "employee" of the sellers of the securities, which materially aided the sales

transaction. Id.

Deloitte's reliance on Reale v Ernst & Young, LLP, No. 43932, 2000 WL 949388 (Wash..

App.July 10, 2000) is misplaced because the court did not even consider auditor liability under

the expanded participant liability analysis in § 21-20-430(3). Rather, the Reale court conducted

only a "seller" analysis under § 21-20-430(1). Reale, 2000 WL 949388, at *2_5, These two
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sections are distinct. See Haberman, 744 P..2d at 1052 ("We emphasize that our adoption of a

substantial contributive factor test to determine seller liability under RCW 21.20,430(1) is distinct

from the test fbr participant liability pursuant to RCW 21.20.430(3)."). The Washington Supreme

Court in Haberinan made absolutely clear that while "some secondarily liable parties under RCW

21.20.430(3) may also be liable as sellers under RCW 2120.430(1), clearly not all secondarily

liable parties are sellers under the substantial contributive factor test." 744 P2d at 1052.

Significantly, however, even the Reale court acknowledged that an auditor can be liable as a

"seller" if the auditor did something in addition to issuing audit opinions in the ordinary course of

employment. Reale, 2000 WL 949388, **s_6 Here, Deloitie was intimately familiarwith Dvi's

business and financial condition; investigated the Company's business, operations, accounting and

management control systems; and was a lcnowing participant in the DVI fraud. Thus, Deloitte can

beheld secondarily liable for violations of § 21.20.010 under § 21.20.430(3) and § 21.20.430(1)!.

C. Plaintiffs Have Adequately Alleged Damages Under The WSA

Section § 21.20.430 of the WSA states that "a person who has purchased securities [in

violation of the WSA anti-fraud provisions] may sue either at law or in equity upon the tender

of the security, or for damages if he or she no longer owns the security." Deloitte contends that

Plaintiffs' WSA claim fails because the Funds have not alleged that either they tendered back their

shares to DVI or sold their DVI bonds. They are wrong. The Complaint plainly alleges that "[a]s

a direct and proximate cause of the defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs suffered damages in

connection with their respective purchases and sales of DVI securities." (if 364) (emphasis

added). Thus, Plaintiffs have alleged that they sold DVI securities, and thus are entitled to

damages. To the extent Plaintiffs continue to hold DVI securities, they have met or will meet any

alleged requirement of a tender of their shares. Section 21-20-430(1) of the WSA is silent as to
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the timing of tender, but several courts in the context of the Federal Securities Act (which

contains language almost exact to that in the WSA)55 have disagreed with the notion that "tender

must be made in every case upon the filing of a complaint." Stadia Oil & Uranium Co.. i'.

Wheelis, 251 F2d 269,274(10th Cir, 1957) (plaintiffs who have already paid for stoclc do not

have to give up the stoclc before they sue for the return of the purchase money); Gardner v.

Investors Diversified Capital, Inc.., 805 F. Supp. 874 (D Cob. 1992); Adair v,. Hunt International

Resources Group Coip., 526 F. Supp. 736 (ND, Ill. 1981), This is because there exist situations

where tender "will not return the parties to the status quo ante," Gardner, 805 F. Supp. 878.

Several courts have held that a demand for rescission is an implicit tender sufficient to

satisfy the pleading requirements of the tender requirement. See Wigand v. Flo-Tex; Inc, 609

F.2d 1028 (2d Cir. 1979); Adair v. Hunt International Resources Coip.., 526 F. Supp. 736

(N.DJll. 1981); Rochambeau v Brent Exploration, Inc., 79 F,R.D. 381 (D. Colo,1 978). Plaintiffs

ave demanded rescission as part of their Prayer for Relief in the Complaint , and therefore have

sufficiently tendered any remaining Senior Notes they own.

XL PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS WERE BROUGHT WITHIN THE APPLICABLE
STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Several of the Defendants have argued that certain of Plaintiffs' claims against them are

barred by the applicable statute of limitations. Specifically, Roberts and Deloitte challenge the

timeliness of Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim against them, while Oncure and Goffman challenge the

timeliness of Plaintiffs' Section 10(b) and state law claims. Those arguments are addressed

below.

The WSA is to be construed consistently with similar federal acts. West v. Drexel Burn ham

Lamnbert, Inc., 623 F. Supp. 26 (W.D. Wash 1985).
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A. Plaintiffs' Section 18 Claim Is Not Time-Barred

Deloitte argues that Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim is time-barred in its entirety because it was

brought more than one year after Plaintiffs purportedly were on inquiry notice of the fraud.,

Roberts argues that Plaintiffs' claim is restr cted to purchases that occurred within three years of

the date of the filing of the instant Complaint — fe,, purchases on or after July 19, 2001. As

discussed below, Defendants' motions to dismiss the Section 18 claim against them should be

denied as they apply the wrong statute of limitation. Alternatively, assuming a 1 year/3 year

limitation period applies to Plaintiffs' Complaint as these Defendants contend, Plaintiffs have

stated a Section 18 claim against Deloitte and Roberts for all purchases that occurred after May

24, 2001.

1. The Two Year /Five Year Limitation Period of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act Governs Plaintiffs' Section 18 Claim

The Sarbaries-Oxley Act provides that "in a private right of action that involves a claim of

fraud, deceit, manipulation or contrivance in contravention of a regulatory requirement concerning

the securities laws" an action may be brought "not later than the earlier of— (1) two years after the

discovery of the facts constituting the violation; or (2) five years after such violation." 28 U.S.C.

§ 1658(b). Although no federal court has yet applied the limitation period contained in the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act to a Section 18 claim, it is apparent from the legislative scheme that its

application is appropriate because a Section 18 claim is a claim involving deceit.

Section 18 establishes civil liability for false or misleading statements filed with the SEC,

where such statements are relied upon in the purchase or sale of securities at a price that was

affected by the statement. The Supreme Court has expressly recognized that Section 18, along

with Section 10(b) and Rule lOb-S. is among the arsenal of the Exchange Act's causes of action
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designed to root out corporate fraud. See Music/c, Peeler & Garret, et at v. Employers his. of

Wausau, 508 U.S. 286, 295-96 (1993); see also Randallv Loftsgaarden, 478 U.S. 647, 664

(1986) (noting that "Congress' aim in enacting the 1934 Act was not confined solely to

compensating defrauded investors, Congress intended to deter fraud and manipulative practices in

the securities markets, and to ensure hill disclosure of information material to investment

decisions.") (internal citations omitted).

It is beyond dispute that limitation periods contained in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act applies to

claims under Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act. See, e.g., Northwestern Human Sen's, Inc. v.

Panaccio, 2004 WL 2166293, at *18 n..72 (ED. Pa. Sept. 24, 2004); Marcus v. Fm,ne, 329 F.

Supp. 2d 464, 475 (S.D.N.Y. 2004). Given that Section 18 "target[s} the precise dangers that are

the focus of § 10(b). . . to deter fraud and manipulative practices in the securities markets, and to

ensure frill disclosure of information material to investment decisions,"56 it follows logically that

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act's limitations periods are properly applied to Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim.

Applying those periods, Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim -- which was filed on July 19, 2004 --

properly includes all purchases during the time period alleged in the Complaint: August 10, 1999

through August 13, 200.3.

56 Musick, Peeler & Garret, 508 U.S. at 295..

' None of the defendants has alleged, nor could they, that the fraudulent scheme involving DVI
could have been discovered prior to July 19, 2002, two years prior to the date the Complaint was filed..
The earliest date for such discovery alleged by any defendant is May 20, 2003, the date argued by
Deloitte. Although the inapplicability of that date is discussed elsewhere in this memorandum, no
Defendant has alleged or could allege that Plaintiffs should have discovered the fraud more than two
years prior to the date this Complaint was filed. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' Section 18 claim is also timely
under the 2 year "discovery" prong of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
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2. Even If A One YeariThree Year Limitation Period Applies, Plaintiffs'
Section 18 Claim Is Still Not Time-Barred

Prior to the enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, claims pursuant to Section 18 were

required to be brought "within one year after the discovery of the facts constituting the cause of

action and within three years after such cause of action accrued," 15 U.S.C. §78r(c). Even if that

were the applicable period, Plaintiffs' Section 18 claims still are not time-barred, as Plaintiffs did

not discover (and could not have discovered) the facts constituting their cause of action under

Section 18 prior to July 19, 2003 (i.e.., one year before filing the Complaint).

To determine when Plaintiffs were on inquiry notice that Deloitte's certifications of DVI's

financial statements were false, the court must assess whether Defendants have demonstrated that

Plaintiffs had "sufficient information of possible wrongdoing to place [them] on inquiry notice or

to excite storm warnings of culpable activity." Delicandro, 2004 WL 250456, at '4-5. Notably,

even where "storm warnings" may exist, the plaintiff is not held to inquiry notice if the company's

management provides words of comfort to temper the "storm warnings." See LC Capital

Partners, LP v, Frontier Ins. Group, Inc.., 318 F..3d 148, 155 (2d Cir. 2003).

Deloitte points to a number of disclosures between May 20, 2003 and June 27, 2003 that it

argues constitute sufficient storm warnings to trigger inquiry notice. See Deloitte Memo. at 17-

Deloitte, however, mischaracterizes the nature of those "disclosures," which were part of a series

of disclosures that did not culminate until after July 19, 2003. See In re NANC, 306 F.3d at 1326

(affirming district court finding that inquiry notice was triggered by disclosure which was the

"culmination of a series of disclosures that put [plaintiffs] on notice"). As alleged in Plaintiffs'

Complaint, the disclosures referenced by Deloitte disclosed that DVI disagreed with Deloitte as to

the proper accounting treatment for a single transaction, later revealed to be a series of
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transactions. In its June 9, 2003 disclosure, DVI stated that the disagreement was limited to those

transactions, and gave assurances regarding the accuracy of its prior financial statements by

emphasizing that Deloitte's audit reports for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2001 and 2002 were

unqualified. (1J 184) In its June 27, 2003 1 0-Q/A, DVI stated it was still considering the need to

change its accounting treatment for the relevant transactions (1J 187), and in a July 17, 2003 press

release, DVI announced it had retained a new external auditor to review its accounting and

financial reporting. ( 189)

The test for determining whether a disclosure constitutes a "storm warning" is an

objective one, requiring the fact finder to determine whether "a reasonable investor would have

discovered the information and recognized it as a storm warning" In re NAHC, 306 F.3d at 1326.

Mere suspicious circumstances are not enough — the facts must be "sufficiently confirmed or

substantiated" to start the limitations period. Fujisawa Pharina, Co., v. Kapoor, 115 R3d 1332,

1335 (7t2 Cir, 1997). Any other rule would "precipitate premature and groundless suits." Law,

113 F,.3d at 786; see also hire Chambers Dcv. Sec. Litig., 848 F. Supp. 602, 627 (W.D. Pa. 1994)

(rejecting defendant's contention that fraud "should have been suspected" before company made

public announcement of $362 million "accounting adjustment," since such a holding "would not

only do violence to the standards fbr deciding a motion to dismiss a complaint, it would also

negate and disregard the assumptions upon which the fraud on the market theory of reliance is

based.").

None of the disclosures prior to July 19, 2003 gave Plaintiffs enough information to know

that they possessed a cause of action under Section 18. None of those disclosures revealed, for

certain, that the Company's prior SEC filings were materially false or misleading; rather, they

merely indicated that the Company was looking into whether there had been any misstatements.
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In addition, the disclosures revealed a difference of opinion between DVI and Deloitte regarding

the nature and extent of the problems. Mixed messages in disclosures are insufficient to trigger

inquiry notice. In re Dai;nlerChryslerAG Sec Litig., 269 F. Supp. 2d 508, 515 (D. Del.. 2003).

In any event, Plaintiffs could not have filed a cause of action without confirmation of the falsity of

the Company's SEC filings, and had no way of obtaining such confirmation beyond awaiting

thither disclosures by DVI. Therefbre, no amount of due diligence would have led Plaintiffs to

discover! all of the facts necessary to state a cause of action, and they should not be charged with

inquiry notice as a result of any pre-July 19, 200.3 disclosures. See Law v, Alec/co Research, Inc.,

11.3 F. 3d 781, 785 (T" Cir. 1997) (plaintiff cannot be charged with inquiry notice until the plaintiff

"learn[s] or should have learned the facts that he must know to know that he has a claim");

Viginan v. Community Nat '1. Bank & Trust Co , 635 F.2d 455, 459 (5th Cir. 1981) (statute of

limitations begins to run when the plaintiff "has either actual knowledge of the violation or notice

of facts which, in the exercise of due diligence, would have led to actual knowledge thereof').

To prevail on an affirmative statute of limitations defense on a motion to dismiss, the

Defendants would have to demonstrate that it is clear fro,n the face of/he Complaint that the

action is time-barred, See Hudson Drydocks, Inc v Wyatt Yachts, Inc., 760 F.2d 1144, 1146 n.3

(11th Cir.. 1985); White v. Padgett, 475 F.2d 79, 82(5th Cir.), cert denied, 414 U.S. 861 (1973);

Demetrius v. Marsh, 560 F.. Supp. 1157, 1159 (E.D. Pa. 198.3). Defendants have not met that

burden, and instead rely on information from outside the Complaint to support their arguments as

to when Plaintiffs were on inquiry notice, For purposes of a motion to dismiss, such information

should be disregarded. Tracinda Corp. v. DaimlerChrysler AG, 197 F.. Supp2d 42, 56-57 (D..

Del, 2002) (defendant bears a heavy burden to show that the plaintiff had inquiry notice, and

defendant cannot rely on financial articles to establish inquiry notice because they are not within
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the four corners of the complaint, and thus, they are not appropriately considered on a motion to

dismiss). Indeed, the entire issue of "when a plaintiff is on 'notice' of his claim is a question of

fact for the jury," Morton's Market, Inc. v. Gustafson s Dairy, Inc., 198 F.3d 823, 832 (1 1thCir,

1999), and is inappropriate for resolution on a motion to dismiss. SeeSmith v, Duff & Phelps,

Inc., 891 F,2d 1567, 1572(11th Cir. 1990); L-3 Communications Corp. v. Clevenger, No.

03-CV-3932, 2004 WL 1941248, at *3 n.3 (ED. Pa. Aug. 31, 2004). The Court's reasoning on

this issue in In re Lucent Technologies, Inc. Securities Litigation, 217 F. Supp. 2d 529, 542

(D,N,J. 2002), is equally applicable here:

A finding that Plaintiffs were on inquiry notice as of no later than
June 2000 requires the Court to conclude that Plaintiffs then
possessed all information needed to sufficiently plead their 10(b)(5)
claims relevant to the first two quarters in 2000. From the face of
the Fifth Complaint, the Court can not fairly reach that conclusion.
Because the Cowl can not resolve this issue without making factual
findings, the Court declines to disniiss Plaintiffs' claims regarding
the first two quarters of fiscal 2000 as untimely. The requisite
analysis of this issue is appropriate fbr a later stage in this litigation.

For the same reasons, Deloitte's motion to dismiss based on the statute of limitations should be

denied.

B. Plaintiffs' Section 10(b) Claims against Oncure and, Goffman are Timely

The OnCure Defendants and Goffirian contend that Plaintiffs' Section 10(b) claim against

them are time-barred because Plaintiffs were on notice of those claims in March 1999, when the

Corpus Christi transaction occurred. This argument ignores the fact that Plaintiffr' allegations of

wrongdoing by these defendants are not limited to OnCure's March 1999 acquisition of the

Corpus Christi facility, but involved an ongoing course of conduct which included the conversion

of DVI's preferred stock for' OnCure's common stock in late 2001, and the September' 2002
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exchange of DVI's shares in OnCure for an option to purchase the facility, and the subsequent

assignment of that option to Dolphin. (U281-282)

A Section 10(b) claim must be brought within two years after the discovery of the

violation, and within five years after the violation occurred. 28 US.C. § 1658(b). Plaintiffs'

Complaint was filed on July 19, 2004. To the extent Plaintiffs' claims are based on the conduct of

OnCure and Goffrnan in late 2001 and September 2002, it is clear that Plaintiffs' Complaint was

filed within five years after that conduct occurred.58 Moreover, although the Defendants' course

of fraudulent conduct began more than five years before the Complaint was filed, because that

course of conduct was ongoing through September 2002, the Court should find that Plaintiffs are

not baned from asserting claims based upon the conduct occurring in March 1999.

The Complaint was also filed less than two years after Plaintiffs discovered (or reasonably

could have discovered) the fraud. It was not until May 2003 that DVI first disclosed the dispute

with Deloitte over the accounting treatment for the Corpus Christi transactions. (1J182) Thus,

Plaintiffs had no inquiry notice of their claims against Oncure and Goffinan prior to July 19, 2002.

See hire NANC, Inc. Sec. Litig 306 F.3d at 1325 (under the inquiry notice standard, the statute

begins to run when the plaintiffs "discovered or in the exercise of reasonable diligence should

have discovered the basis for their claim") (citations omitted); Dalicandro v. Legalgard, Inc.,

2004 WL 250546, at * 4 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 21, 2004) (this circuit applies inquiry notice standard to

measure running of statute of limitation). To the extent that Defendants argue that Oncure's SEC

filings placed DVI investors on notice of the fraudulent scheme prior to July 2002, their reasoning

is flawed, Even if one were to assume that Oncure's Form 10-K. filing in April 2002 disclosed

Even if the pre-Sarbanes Oxley statute of limitations period of three years applies (which it
does not), Plaintiffs' claims based on this conduct would be timely.
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information that triggered inquiry notice for someone, which it did not, it is not reasonable for

DVI investors to have been placed on notice of a fraudulent scheme based on the financial

disclosures buried in the SEC filings of a separate company. See In re Executive Telecard, Ltd.

Sec. Litig., 913 F. Supp. 280, 285 (SD.N.Y. 1996) (rejecting defendant's contention that

information in subsidiary's Form 10-K. indicated a close relationship with the former parent

company, and therefore plaintiffs had a duty to investigate the parent company's 10-K reports,

which would have alerted the plaintiffs to that company's distressed financial condition). At the

very least, there is a factual issue surrounding inquiry notice which cannot be resolved against

Plaintiffs on a motion to dismiss, Morton's Market, Inc., 198 F.3d at 832. Accordingly,

Plaintiffs' Section 10(b) claims against Oncure and Goffman are timely.

C. Plaintiffs' State Law Claims against Oncure and Goffman are Timely

Defendants Oncure and Goffman also assert that Plaintiffs' state law claims against them

were not filed within the applicable statute of limitations, Those claims, which allege common

law fraud, civil conspiracy to commit fraud, and aiding abetting common law fraud, are all

grounded in fraud, and are therefore subject to a two-year limitations period under Pennsylvania

law. 42 Pa.C.S. §5524(7). These claims are also subject to Pennsylvania's discovery rule,

whereby the statute of limitations is not deemed to begin running until the existence of the cause

of action can be reasonably ascertained. Dairymple 1', Brawn, 701 A.2d 164 (Pa. 1997);

Levenson v Souser, 557 A.2d 1081 (Pa. Super. 1989). Since the Plaintiffs were not aware of, and

could not have reasonably ascertained the existence of their causes of action against the

Defendants prior to 2003, the discovery rule tolled the statute of limitations period until at least

2003, and the statute of limitations on Plaintiffs' common law claims will expire no earlier than

2005. Clearly, the filing of those claims in 2004 was timely.
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For the same reasons that Plaintiffs' Pennsylvania common law claims were tolled, so too

were Plaintiffs' claims tolled wider the Washington State Securities Act, which specifically

provides that the three year statute of limitation to commence an action thereunder is tolled until

such time that the cause of action "was discovered by such person or would have been discovered

by him or her in the exercise of reasonable care." Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 21,20,430(4)(b) (West

2004). Plaintiffs therefore had until 2006 to assert their claims under the Washington State

Securities Act, and their assertion of such claims in 2004 was timely.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectifilly request that the Court

deny the Defendants' motions to dismiss in their entirety.

Dated: December 8, 2004 GRANT & EISENHOFER RA.

By:
Stuart M. Grant (Bar No. 73482)
Megan D. McIntyre
Jolm A. Curseaden
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1201 North Market Street
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